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Abstract 

In recent years, Creative Artificial Intelligence Systems (CAIS) have transformed the 

nature of creative practices. This transformation has created a need for research on the 

importance of the human collaborator, the user experience (UX) and practical 

applications of CAIS.  

This dissertation addresses the need for research in this respect through three 

interrelated studies, that focus on supporting the collaboration between users and CAIS 

in the generation of creative artefacts. The first study investigates the adaptation of a 

research based autonomous CAIS within a practical design environment from a UX 

design perspective. This study focuses heavily on redefining modes of creative practice 

through co-creation with the system. The second and third studies broadly explore the 

role of affect in the creative process.  Specifically, they focus on integrating an affective 

model within CAIS to acknowledge artistic intention and support the user's reflection and 

emotional expression throughout the creative process. These studies inform the future 

design and possible practical applications of CAIS within various domains, such as 

interactive art, art education, health & well-being and movement visualization. 

This dissertation enriches our understanding of practical uses of CAIS by emphasizing 

the role of the human collaborator through an exploration of affect and UX principles. 

Keywords:  creative artificial intelligence system; user experience; affect; 

computational creativity; collaboration; expression  
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

Computational creativity systems are drastically changing the nature of creative 

processes. Computers are playing very significant roles in creative activities, such as 

fine arts, design, and music. Computational creativity, an Artificial Intelligence (AI) 

subfield, is the study of systems that exhibit behaviour that would be deemed creative in 

humans. Such computational creativity systems can be used for autonomous creative 

tasks, such as painting pictures and composing music. Studying computational creativity 

systems enables us to better understand the human process of creation. Its study also 

allows us to produce systems for creative people to use, where software becomes a 

creative collaborator rather than a mere instrument of the artist’s creativity. While there is 

much scholarly discourse on how a Creative Artificial Intelligence System (CAIS) is 

realized, how it generates, selects and evaluates results, there is less research on the 

importance of the role of human collaborator, the user experience (UX) and its direct 

application within a practical environment. 

This research is significant as intelligent systems are at time of growth and being 

utilized in various domains including the art and design field. This adoption requires for 

new models of creative practice to emerge, where the system acts in collaboration with 

the users. CAIS systems need to be designed to respond to the emotional and cognitive 

experience of users, which will lead to the possibility of an act of co-creativity between 

human and system. This dissertation represents a stepping-stone in the exploration of 

affect and UX within computational creativity research. This chapter provides an 

overview of research premise, studies conducted, the research questions and objectives 

and lastly an outline of chapters in this dissertation. 

1.1. Research premise 

Systems modeling creativity computationally have gained acceptance in the last 
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decade mainly through their use in artistic and research projects. Computational 

Creativity Research has most recently been defined by Colton as “the philosophy, 

science and engineering of computational systems which, by taking on particular 

responsibilities, exhibit behaviours that unbiased observers would deem to be creative” 

(Colton, 2012). Several researchers in computational creativity have sought to quantify 

computational creativity by outlining different dimensions of creativity and proposing 

schema for evaluating the "level of creativity" of a given system (Ritchie, 2007; Colton, 

Charley and Pease, 2011). Now that more autonomous, generative creative systems 

have been developed, it is necessary to re-evaluate the role of the human collaborator(s) 

when designing a creative system for real-world applications in an iterative creative 

process environment (Shneiderman, 2007). 

Computational Creativity is the paradigm within which computational systems are 

developed and evaluated. Due to the immaturity of the field there is a lack of 

standardized models with which to evaluate computational creativity systems; thus, 

evaluation methods vary from case to case. This lack of standardization is also due to 

the subjective nature of assessing creativity and creative work in general. Colton et al. 

(2001) state that, when assessing the creativity of CAIS, assessors should only consider 

novel materials produced by a system, which were not initially inputted in the 

programming process: these initial elements include elements of pre-programming and 

any fine-tuning inputs. Much research puts emphasis on measuring the value of the 

artefacts produced by such systems. This approach is due to the nature of 

computational creativity systems, which innovate at aesthetic levels by inventing, 

justifying and utilizing measures of value. Existing evaluation methods such as the 

Turing test, which compares generated results of CAIS with those made by people, does 

not justify and rule out situations where systems are deemed to be creative even though 

they behave in different ways, and to different ends, from people (Colton & Wiggins, 

2014). This research is process oriented, focusing on the creative act that brings the 

artefact into being.  It also focuses on user experience (UX) at the moment where the 

human engages in a dialogue with the system. 

While one area of research in CAIS focuses on the total algorithmic automation 

of the creative process, most research in this area includes some level of human 
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involvement. To make practical applications of CAIS feasible, attention must be paid to 

the collaborative and creative processes of the users (artists/designers/audiences) who 

value their experience-developed expertise. Practical systems must be designed to act 

as support tools for users’ cognitive processes as well as providing a poetic and intuitive 

UX that evokes reflection in the user. Real-world design considerations should explore 

ways to adapt intelligent operations to the cognitive processes and constraints of 

necessary situations, taking into account UX and the expertise and creativity of 

collaborators. CAIS need not only support exploration, low threshold, high ceiling, wide 

walls and many paths and styles but also—and most importantly—advocate 

collaboration and open interchange. It is important to value the role of the human 

collaborator and his/her experience while working with computational creative systems. 

A UX centred approach acts as bridge to create a dialogue between the system and the 

user; allowing he/she to intuitively, share and exchange knowledge and evolve their 

creative process in tandem with the system. 

This dissertation focuses on understanding how CAIS encourages new modes of 

creative practice with users through cognitive and emotional UX factors within the 

domains of interactive art, art education, health & well-being and movement 

visualization. The following sections will review background information on each concept 

significant to this dissertation’s objectives. 

1.1.1. Creative Artificial Intelligent System (CAIS) 

Computational Creativity Systems have historically been designed to support the 

user’s established cognitive processes. This results in novel solutions with a focus on 

efficient, predictable methods (Shneiderman, 2007). By continuing to support 

established creative processes, there is minimal engagement with the source of creative 

patterns. To design CAIS for creativity, there is a need to explore the iterative creative 

cognitive process more deeply. Gathering information on creative processes will assist in 

the development of methods to support and iteratively sustain the ‘unknown’, situated 

creative process (DiPaola & Gabora, 2007). While computational creativity systems 

cannot directly control a user’s creative process, paying close attention to UX and a 

human’s interaction with the system can affect the way decisions are made. 
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Consequently, the user will have an opportunity to gain new perspectives for 

approaching a creative problem.  

CAIS created by our Interactive Visualization Lab (iViz lab) at SFU, are 

knowledge systems comprised of a cognitive model as well as aesthetic reasoning 

formulated from an artist's creative process. These computational systems strive to 

cultivate more to the human experience by incorporating biological, cognitive and 

behaviour knowledge models. Much of the lab’s work is creating computation that 

models human expression, emotion, behaviour and creativity. 

An artist painting will exhibit behaviours of both expression and reflection. The 

painting process starts with an initial reflection, and then, through a repeated expressive 

and reflective process, the artist brings something into being on the canvas. This 

dialectic between reflection and expression is not an ‘on-off’ condition but rather a 

continuous movement between two overlapping poles. Our CAIS focuses on this notion 

of understanding and bringing that cognitive experience into computational systems to 

support that artistic expression and the magic that happens between the artist and their 

work. With that emotional expression there is also a shared meaning that goes back and 

forth, between artist and the audience. The CAIS considered in this dissertation are 

based on this artistic cognitive model.  They explore the generation of new artwork 

through using genetic algorithms where constraints are expressed as principles, rules 

and concepts related to the visual organization of art and design compositions. The 

resulting output is a multilayered artefact based on developmental processes defined by 

visual elements such as shape, size, colour palette, texture and style. In this dissertation 

we will refer to the following CAIS modules:  

‘DarwinsGaze’ System 

The CAIS module DarwinsGaze (DiPaola & Gabora, 2007; DiPaola, 2014) is a 

Creative Evolutionary System (CES) (Bentley & Corne, 2002) based on a variant of 

Genetic Programming (GP). Unlike typical Genetic Programming systems, DarwinsGaze 

favours exploration over optimization, and places finding innovative or novel solutions 

above preconceived notions of a specific optimal solution. It uses an automatic fitness 

function (albeit one specific to portrait painting) that allows it to operate without human 
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intervention from the moment it is launched to the point where it obtains the final, often 

unanticipated and pleasing set of results. In this specific and limited sense, the 

DarwinsGaze is an autonomous creative system. Other researchers have begun to use 

creative evolutionary systems with automatic fitness functions (Bentley & Corne, 2002) 

as well as starting to build creative invention machines (Koza, 2003). DarwinsGaze 

attempts to model, in software, newly theorized aspects of human creativity, especially in 

terms of fluid contextual focus. 

The DarwinsGaze system uses a fitness function that mainly rewards accurate 

representation. However, in certain situations it also rewards visual painterly aesthetics 

using simple rules of art creation as well as a portrait knowledge space. Specifically, the 

painterly portion of the fitness function 1) weighs for face versus background 

composition, 2) uses tonal similarity over exact colour similarity matched with a 

sophisticated artistic color space model which weighs for warm-cool colour temperature 

relationships and 3) employs unequal dominate and subdominant tone and colour rules 

and other artistic rules based on a portrait painter knowledge domain (DiPaola, 2014). 

The system weighs heavily towards resemblance, which results in a highly structured 

system.  However, under the influence of functional triggers, it allows for artistic 

creativity. This approach provides novelty and innovation from within the system, a trait 

generally understood as unique to humans. 

‘Evolver System’ 

Taking a step forward from DarwinsGaze, our team began exploring a real-world 

application of computational creativity by leveraging concepts of contextual focus to 

integrate with collaborative processes. Evolver, (DiPaola et al., 2013), in effect a second 

generation system of DarwinsGaze, efficiently provides visual designers with unique 

creative options that expand beyond their habitual selections.  These options can be 

inserted and extracted from the system at any time for modular use at varying stages of 

the creative design process. In contrast with the GP genetic structure of DarwinsGaze, 

Evolver uses a list-based, tree-structure encoding that draws some inspiration from CGP 

but operates on higher level components in order to maximize the property of gene 

linkage and user interpretability. The genetic representation is based on a collection of 
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"design elements" (DEs), which are objects that denote particular aspects of the image. 

For example, a major component of our image representation is that of a symbol, 

defined as a shape that can be duplicated and positioned on the canvas according to a 

position, rotation, and scaling parameter. 

Evolver’s   cognitive   aspect   provides   designers   with   a   platform to 

externalize and visualize their ideas throughout their design process. Evolver is 

structured to support the shift between a contextual and an analytical focus due to the 

way in which it restructures the contextual space users are working in. Users can choose 

to relinquish a degree of control and broaden their focus.  This allows the user to be 

inspired or provoked by novel generations from the system. On the other hand, it is 

possible to guide successive evolutions in a more deliberate, analytical way. The ability 

of Evolver to import/export artwork to/from a precisely editable format (SVG - Adobe 

Illustrator) allows tightly focused design directions to be pursued. The work produced by 

Evolver can be incorporated directly into the tool-chain leading to a finished piece. 

‘Painterly’ System 

The CAIS module 'Painterly' is based on an existing NPR toolkit for the function 

of genotype-to-phenotype renderer. Evolutionary algorithms such as genetic algorithms 

(GA) employ software techniques derived from natural evolution to find an optimized 

solution within a large search space. A new field emerging in artificial intelligence is 

‘creative evolutionary systems’ (CES) which attempts to evolve aesthetically pleasing 

structures in art, music and design. Non Photorealistic Rendering (NPR) is a computer 

graphics technique, which creates imagery with a wide variety of expressive styles 

inspired by painting, drawing, technical illustration, cartoons and mapping (Gooch & 

Gooch, 2001). Painterly uses an automatic multi-objective genetic algorithm (MOGA) in 

non-photorealistic rendering (NPR) to generate classes of creative painterly recipes, that 

allows the evolutionary process to run without stopping for human input.  

Painterly is an NPR toolkit (DiPaola, Riebe & Enns, 2010; DiPaola, 2009; 

DiPaola, 2005) which uses a knowledge-based approach to painterly rendering to create 

a wide variety of computational painting styles based on source portrait photographs and 

semantic knowledge maps. The knowledge rules were sourced/encoded by categorizing 
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the traditional human artistic process of painting and linking the findings to theories from 

human vision, colour, perception and semantic models of the face. Using this knowledge 

domain, the system attempts to act in the same fashion as a human painter might. This 

qualitative knowledge is parameterized into high level and low-level parameters, 

cognitive processes called Thinkers and painting actions called Painters respectively. 

Painterly automatically evolves these parameters using MOGA as scripts to render a 

painterly recipe style. 

Painterly has contributed to findings about the cognitive nature of art and vision 

science mostly through studies that employ empirical techniques (i.e. eye tracking 

studies). These studies allow images to be varied while still being judged as plausible 

works of art (DiPaola, Riebe & Enns, 2010; DiPaola, 2009; DiPaola, 2007). However it is 

still difficult for users to script the scores of parameters, which would result in a strong 

painterly recipe. Painterly has three main sections. The first ‘Thinker’ section mimics the 

cognitive high level painterly process deciding progressively detailed passes and the 

cognitive blobs (shapes) that painters work in. Next the ‘Painter’ section implements the 

Thinker’s plans in low-level variables of brush’, size, length and transparency per pass 

and per cognitive blob. Lastly, a color system translates tonal value into final color based 

on the semantic regions (eyes, clothes, etc.) of the destination painting. 

1.1.2. User Experience (UX) 

UX design is the creation of a person’s physical & emotional dialogue with an 

interactive system, leading to both a satisfactory emotional experience and a satisfactory 

engagement with content. The design of computational creativity systems has recently 

attempted to better incorporate aspects of user experience. A number of factors 

influence the quality of user experience. These are, users (people influencing 

experience), products (artefacts influencing experience), and user-product interactions. 

Qualities of experience are often described as useful or pleasant, but future design of 

CAIS will need to offer more in order to effectively embrace the role of the creative 

collaborator and compete in what Pine and Gilmore call the “economy of experience” 

(Forlizzi & Ford, 2000). They propose an experience framework based on sub-

consciousness, cognition, and engagement. 
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Experiences are interactions, which “require us to think about what we are 

doing... [and] require attention, cognitive effort, or problem-solving skills” (Forlizzi & Ford, 

2000). A successful design will take into consideration all the components in the human-

computer interaction (HCI): the user, technology, and context of use (Forlizzi & Ford, 

2000). It is not sufficient to simply acknowledge the importance of usability in designing 

computational creativity systems.  Rather, a more concrete and systematic approach 

must be adopted because designers need to demystify how to design for user 

experience and achieve specific user experience goals (Forlizzi & Ford, 2000). UX 

Design exists as part of the idea of human-centred design, which is defined as 

recognizing human needs in order to “[enhance the] effectiveness and efficiency” of an 

experience (Forlizzi & Ford, 2000). 

The popularity of human-centred design principles has shifted designers’ 

perspective from objects and form to people and human experience. Over the past two 

decades, designers have ceased designing solely for aesthetic and usability values.  

Instead, they have begun designing for an overall experience. This change is the result 

of a shift from viewing the designer as master, rather the designer is now a facilitator. 

The human-centred design theory stems from the field of user-centred design (UCD), 

which began taking shape in the mid-1980s. UCD was instrumental in the establishment 

of the field of human-computer interaction (HCI), which focuses on the development of 

technology. In his publication entitled Design of Everyday Things, Donald Norman used 

the term ‘user-centred design’ to describe design that primarily focuses on end-users’ 

needs as well as their involvement in the design process. Norman recommends placing 

the user at the centre of design by “facilitating tasks for the user and making sure that 

the user is able to make use of the product as intended and with a minimum effort to 

learn how to use it” (Norman, 1988). UCD has since evolved to a broader perspective—

human-centred design—that not only encompasses the active involvement of end-users 

throughout the design process but also focuses specifically on human behaviour, 

emotional responses, and experience. 

Human-centred design has become foundational for research and practice in 

other design disciplines, such as industrial and interaction design. This approach is 

iterative and “begins with the person - [...] her goals, what she does, what she wants to 
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achieve, [and] what she experiences” (Evenson, 2008). Bill Buxton argues in Sketching 

User Experiences that designers are experiencing a shift from “object-centered to 

experience-centred design” (Buxton, 2007). He explains that, “It is not the physical entity 

or what is in the box (the material product) that is the true outcome of design. Rather, it 

is the behavioural, experiential, and emotional responses that come about as a result of 

its existence and its use in the real world” (Buxton, 2007). User participation and 

collective creativity are crucial in designing for an experience, so that the designed 

products, interfaces, spaces and services can act as a platform to help people create 

their own experience.  

This significant shift in design principles resulted from placing the user at the 

centre of the development process. This shift highlights the benefits of promoting UX 

over user testing. Borrowing from the methodology of behavioural sciences, user-

centred and participatory design emphasized experience over efficiency and adopted a 

more humanistic approach that sought to involve the user during the development of a 

product or system. In order to maximize design for improved experiences and enhance 

the designer’s understanding of the users’ interactions, the design of computational 

creativity tools must be rooted within the human-centred and participatory models. 

Human interactions with CAIS are not only growing in frequency, they are also 

becoming increasingly complex. CAIS should be designed from a human-centered 

perspective in order to provide experiences that encourage ongoing exploration. In 

designing CAIS, designers need to understand the user’s cognitive, emotional and 

creative processes. They likewise must provide users with an engaging environment in 

which their interaction with the system becomes transparent and provides a poetic 

experience that resonates immediately but allows for ongoing reflection. In the following 

sections, the three main UX principles central to the objectives of this dissertation are 

outlined. 

UX & Engagement 

Interactive experience encompasses both physical and psychological interactions 

in a feedback loop involving collaboration or exchange (Polaine, 2005). Engagement and 

interactivity in design can be supported through principles such as the entry point 
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(capturing audiences’ attention), physical interactivity (affordance to interact with the 

system), shareability (accessibility), and spontaneity and playfulness (the element of 

surprise). Hornecker et al. (2007) discuss the importance of entry and access level of 

interaction, claiming that "diversity of entry points enables different levels of 

engagement, allowing for gradual adoption and appropriation of the system" (Hornecker 

et al., 2007). These authors also discuss the different elements of entry points: 

intrusiveness (attention-drawing), richness (the amount of information and memory 

triggers), visibility (perceptibility) and novelty (Hornecker et al., 2007). Interactivity also 

includes a social component to allow for sharability.  This latter term is defined as the 

extent to which a system can engage a group in shared interaction around the same 

content. Sharability signifies the flexibility of systems to foster collaborative work 

practices.  

CAIS needs to draw users into the activity of co-creation through elements of 

engagement and interactivity. Such elements require sustained stimulation of the user’s 

interest and continuity of user experience through an induced flow state, which might be 

thought of as the mind and body moving together in an intrinsically motivated interaction.  

UX & Narrative 

Like narrative, experiences provide personal engagement through 

communication. Narrative is a significant element in UX design, as it fosters discovery 

and allow users to reflect and formulate meaning through interactions. Narrative 

encourages collaboration with CAIS due to its participatory nature. Note, outside of the 

UX field (i.e. gaming, film, non-fiction books), these concepts are typically referred to as 

narrativity not narrative. Given the wide nature of this work, it is important to 

acknowledge this distinction, however we are mainly using these narrative concepts in a 

UX context, therefor will use the term ‘narrative’ throughout the thesis. CAIS doesn't 

directly reveal the story but implies that one exists, inviting users to develop their own 

understanding. Forlizzi and Ford (2000) use storytelling in their work to define “the 

subjective aspects of experience,” which permits various stories to be built based on 

different user’s engagements. This promotes individualization of experience through 

personal storytelling and narrative. 
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The non-linear stories within designed experiences provide the flexibility of 

multiple access points by breaking the traditional narrative structure. This assists the 

user in becoming an active participant in the co-creation of the system's story. Polaine 

(2005) discusses the immersive quality of interactivity as similar to conventional 

narratives. By employing elements of story such as plot, characterization, and dramatic 

turning points emotional hooks are created (Polaine, 2005). Narrative allows designers 

to visualize, express and choreograph experiences that cultivate an emotional and 

personal dialogue with the system.  

UX & Experiential Leaning 

Researchers exploring contemporary museum environments argue that learning 

is enhanced when visitors take part in interactive experiences (Allen, 2004; Birchfield et 

al., 2008). Experiential learning theory (ELT) holds that learning takes place through the 

combination of concrete experiences with abstract concepts, which are then transformed 

through active experimentation or reflective observation (Kolb, et al., 2001). Recently 

ELT has intersected with integrated learning theory, which conceives of learning as a 

“spiral” of experiencing, reflecting, thinking, and acting in active response to a learning 

situation (Kolb, et al., 2001).  

 Active participation is another fundamental principle of learning and education 

theory. According to Dewey, a scholar of experiential education, we learn best by doing, 

and it is simply insufficient to merely provide viewers with materials to look at (Dewey, 

2003). The design of computational creativity systems should embrace an open-ended, 

user-focused learning experience that is self-directed and multi-modal to allow for rich 

personal learning experiences. This can be achieved through participatory and 

exploratory co-creation opportunities with users through customizable systems that cater 

to various learning styles.  The ability of the system to customize to users is a critical 

factor in promoting effective learning. 

1.1.3. Affect  

There is much debate within the computational creativity field regarding the affect 

conveyed in the artwork produced by creative and generative artificial intelligence (AI) 
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systems. This challenge is due to the way in which aesthetics and affect are considered 

as features of human subjectivity, which are difficult to model computationally (Joshi et 

al., 2011). One of the objectives of the research conducted in this dissertation is to grow 

the knowledge base and cognitive model of our lab’s CAIS system, which currently 

exhibits aesthetic reasoning based on artist's creative processes (DiPaola, 2009; 

DiPaola & Salevati, 2014).  It is our intention to explore the concepts of ‘mood and 

emotion’ that artist/users' intend to portray in a produced artwork.  

Emotions expressed in an artwork are a reflection of what the artist is feeling and 

at the same time provoke an emotional reaction in the viewer. The choice of colour, 

texture and composition expresses a certain feeling or mood. These choices signal the 

visual communication of inner emotions (Maude, 1902). Visual art and design act as 

bridges that establish bonds between the psychological state of the artist and the 

audience.  These bonds, whether intentional or not, are affective bonds. In masterful 

works of art, this sharing of meaning is timeless – years or centuries after the creation of 

a work, an audience can seemingly miraculously connect with the artist’s emotions at the 

time he made his work. Within portrait work (which is one of our focuses), the emotion of 

the subject (or sitter) becomes a third affective element. Thus, when considering the 

affective climate of the work, we must consider the artists’ emotions when creating the 

piece (placed within the context of their career), the emotion and mood of the portrayed 

subject and the audience’s affective reception of the work. The next section includes an 

in depth discussion of the affective exchanges between painter, subject and audience.  

Affective computing is rooted mainly within the biology on how emotion is 

processed in the brain, the body and the human subject’s interaction with systems 

(Sundström, Ståhl & Höök, 2005). There are several models that measure a user's 

emotional state through reading queues in face, body, voice, muscle tension and so forth 

(Bradley & Lang, 2000; Bradley et al. 2001). We explored the question of whether CAIS 

is capable of adopting aspects of aesthetics and emotions experienced by art viewers 

through multiple studies. These results have led us to define emotional spaces within our 

CAIS environment. The defining of new emotional spaces encourages new collaborative 

practices which allow for users to dialogue with intelligence systems in such a way that 

they intuitively share real-time emotional knowledge, evolve their creativity and guide 
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their artwork through an affective space.  

Affect & UX 

Affect, defined as the experience of emotion, is both a response and a quality, 

stimulating a response (Zhang & Li, 2005). Affect and UX are inextricably linked; 

Norman claims that the value of technology lies more than just in their performance— 

their true value is measured in terms of the extent to which they fulfill people’s emotional 

needs.” Following this assertion, the most important human need “is to establish one’s 

self-image and one’s place in the world” (Norman, 2004). Thus, designing for affective 

user experience recognizes affective expressions and the necessity to design 

computational creativity systems that support openness and emotional engagement on 

the part of the human user.  

In 1997 Rosaind Picard coined the term “affective computing.” Affective 

computing means to incorporate emotion into the design of a system (Picard, 1997). 

Sengers et al. (2005) and Hook (2004) discuss the concept of affective interaction, 

rather than affective computing. Their concept of affective interaction places an 

emphasis on the person not the system, the latter of which has an emotional cognitive 

model embedded within it. These authors envision an interaction in which emotion is 

constructed and interpreted between the user and the system. Other researchers 

(Sundstrom, et al. 2005) employ a user-centred approach in affective interaction by 

building systems that engage users in interaction, allowing them to express their own 

emotions rather than the emotions being interpreted by the system. In the design of their 

system called “eMoto,” which will be discussed in a later chapter, users writing text 

messages find suitable graphics to incorporate into their text messages. Users navigated 

different colours, shapes and animations through gestures based on Rusell’s model of 

affect (Sundstrom, et al. 2007). 

Affective computing, as it was envisioned by Picard at MIT (1997), builds on 

cognitivism and neurological biology. On the other hand, Senger et al. (2005), Hook 

(2004) and Sundstrom et al. (2005) understand affective computing in a more 

constructivist and phenomenological fashion. Researchers of affective computing are 

mainly interested in recognizing users’ emotions and generating interaction. The 
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affective interaction group, (Picard, 1997; Sengers et al. 2005 and Hook, 2004),  

conceives of emotions as constructed, phenomena in which individuals create meaning 

between themselves and the system. 

Our research is situated within both the cognitivism and constructivist 

perspectives. We examine emotion as a constructed process and CAIS as part of people 

and their artistic expression. We are mainly interested in the emotional characteristics of 

art and the communication, articulation, and expression of emotion. We are driven by a 

desire to understand how these aspects of creativity can be supported by computational 

creativity systems. An act of creativity is an act of emotional expression, though not 

always directly. For example, a sad painting is one that the artist creates with the 

intention to evoke sadness in the audience. That painting is experienced ‘correctly’ when 

the audience feels a proxy of the emotion the artist intended to arouse. This shared 

dialogue between a creator of a work and the individual experiencing the work is a 

collaboration requiring the attention and recognition of emotions to enhance affective 

expression in computational creativity systems. 

1.2. Research Questions & Objectives 

The adoption of CAIS in practical settings is on the rise. There is a lack of 

research about the users of such systems and how to design for human-computer 

collaboration. This dissertation will focus on the applicability of CAIS through cognitive 

and emotional UX factors within four domains. 

Main Research Question: How can CAIS encourage new modes of creative 

practice through engagement with users?  

This overarching objective is to gain insight into this progression towards new 

space of creative practice with the integration of CAIS, where systems act in 

collaboration with the users throughout their artistic process. 

To address this objective we have adapted an autonomous CAIS, ‘DarwinsGaze’ 

for real-world design collaboration. The resulting new system, called ‘Evolver,’ was 
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developed to support a noted design firm’s Farmboy Fine Arts’s (FBFA) creative 

workflow through providing designers with innovative and efficient support. This support 

was envisioned as an enhancement to their design process from ideation through to 

production. In a collaborative study with designers, we investigated the applicability and 

effectiveness of ‘Evolver’ within the visual design domain. 

Research Question 1:  How is it possible to integrate and support the notion of 

affect within the cognitive model of CAIS? 

The objective of this question is to investigate the notion of affect and emotion 

can be used as a tool or quality within CAIS. The need for CAIS to support some of the 

cognitive load of the creative process as well as the artist’s intent and emotional 

expression through an affective model became apparent in our Evolver study. 

To address this objective, we conducted two intertwined studies (Affective 

Mapping Studies 1&2) to better understand the moods, affects and emotions evoked 

from the generated artworks produced by our CAIS. Our goal was to concentrate 

exclusively on the visual attributes of the CAIS output. These included the mapping of 

the palette and the brushstrokes and texture particular to an emotional space.  

Research Question 2: How can affective CAIS support the intuitive flow of 

knowledge from their collaborators through UX strategies? 

The second objective considers a UX perspective in designing Affective CAIS, 

where the system can collaboratively generate intuitive ideas with the users through an 

open dialogue, provoking stronger emotional personal experiences. 

To address this objective we investigate the empirical data collected from the 

studies in this dissertation to increase the cognitive knowledge of our CAIS by including 

an emotion model, which was validated by humans. We also integrated several UX 

principles in the design of affective CAIS across a series of applications. These 

principles include engagement, interactivity, narrative and experiential learning. 

Research Question 3: What are some ways that affective CAIS can facilitate the 
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exploration, education and creation of visual art and design in practical fields such as 

interactive art, art education, health & well-being and performance visualization? 

This final question explores the multidisciplinary nature and adaptability of 

affective CAIS within real-world scenarios for a variety of goals and applications.  

To address this question we proposed four different applications of affective 

CAIS modules within the fields of interactive art installation, experiential learning of art 

(art education), health & well-being and movement/performance visualization 

1.3. Approach 

How to evaluate computational creativity research is a hotly debated subject. 

Some researchers (Ritchie, 2007) espouse a quantitative approach, focusing solely on 

the artefact while others (Colton, 2008) advocate a more qualitative approach that 

centres the creative process. To cope with changes over time in definitions of creativity, 

human standards should be included in models that evaluate computational creativity 

systems. It is necessary to incorporate human opinion into the evaluation of creativity.  

This incorporation allows for the consideration of the system’s aspects which are either 

too complex to define empirically or most sensitive to time and context.  

Due to a lack of standardized evaluation models within the computational 

creativity field, we decided upon a mixed method approach that combines qualitative and 

quantitative methods, which we believe is appropriate based on our research objectives. 

This section presents our methodology selected to explore the research questions 

outlined above.  Below we concentrate mainly on gathering data from users interacting 

with CAIS. The collected data was primarily qualitative and due to the exploratory nature 

of these studies, an inductive approach was used. 

The qualitative data from studies 1 and 3 (Chapters 3 and 6) were collected from 

semi-structured interviews and analyzed through open coding (Strauss & Corbin, 1998).  

In the open coding process, keywords and concepts were recognized in text, which 

revealed the participants’ thoughts and ideas. Axial and selective coding (Strauss & 
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Corbin, 1998) was used to search for patterns and consistencies across all data, 

organizing the information by identifying commonalities and then grouping data into 

coherent categories and concepts. After this process of data grouping, we explored the 

connections and relationships between emergent themes. The quantitative data from 

study 2 (Chapter 5) was collected through three online surveys. The data from the 

surveys were collected and analyzed in Google Sheets, which were exported as Excel 

files for calculation and documentation purposes. Real-time response result charts were 

also available in the Google Forms application. Survey research method (Creswell, 

2003) provided us with quantitative description of opinions of large number of individuals 

to generalize results to a population. After which, through a follow-up study with a 

smaller group of participants, we used semi-structured interview method to validate 

those findings and obtain more specific results. 

In summary, the mixed method approach was best in meeting the exploratory 

goals of this research and thus the objectives of this dissertation. These methods will be 

further expanded upon in later chapters. 

1.4. Dissertation Organization 

This dissertation is divided into 11 chapters, where appropriate, details of 

authorship are presented: 

Chapter 1: Introduction 

An explanation of our research premises, questions, goals and structure. 

Chapter 2: Literature Review 

An outline of related research, such as creativity and cognition, computational creativity 

and computational creativity systems within visual art and design 

Chapter 3: CAIS Application: Design 
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Review of the adaptation of an autonomous CAIS ‘DarwinsGaze’ to a practical 

application ‘Evolver’ based on the visual design process.   

Chapter 4: Evolver Study  

A description of the Evolver Study’s methodology, focusing on exploring the applicability 

of Evolver within designer’s creative practices. This chapter also includes key findings 

and discussion points. 

Authorship Note (Chapters 3 & 4): The DarwinsGaze system was originally implemented 

and designed by my supervisor, Steve DiPaola, which, with a small team of lab 

members, we updated to the Evolver system. For this effort I was the lead designer with 

DiPaola and Sorenson (programmer).  All UX research and studies were designed, 

implemented and conducted by myself.  

Chapter 5: Affective Mapping Study 1 

This chapter includes a complete description of the methodology for the Affective 

Mapping Study 1.  Its goals were to investigate the moods, affects and emotions evoked 

in the human subject while viewing artworks produced by the CAIS. This chapter also 

includes key findings and discussion points. 

Chapter 6: Affective Mapping Study 2 

This chapter includes a complete description of the methodology for this study, which 

aims to validate the results of Affective Mapping Study 1. This chapter also includes key 

findings and discussion points. 

Authorship Note (Chapters 5 & 6): The CAIS modules used in these studies were my 

concepts and DiPaola was responsible for the coding. All aspects of these studies were 

designed and conducted by me. 

Chapter 7: Affective CAIS Application: Interactive Art  
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This chapter explores UX design considerations for the application of affective CAIS in 

an Interactive Art Installation called ‘Reflections of Essence.” 

Chapter 8: Affective CAIS Application: Art Education  

This chapter explores UX design considerations in the application of affective CAIS for 

experiential learning of art within a museum setting.  

Chapter 9: Affective CAIS Application: Health & Well-being  

This chapter explores UX design considerations in the application of affective CAIS for 

health & well-being purposes, specifically in relation to patients with Dementia. 

Chapter 10: Affective CAIS Application: Performance Visualization  

This chapter explores UX design considerations in applying affective CAIS for aesthetic 

visualization of performance/dance and movement awareness. 

Authorship Note (Chapters 7-10): As evidenced by the five papers and demos 

mentioned prior in the publications section, all the CAIS applications were designed by 

Salevati and DiPaola. All design conceptualization, implementation and UX research 

was solely conducted by me and DiPaola was responsible for the software and scripting. 

Chapter 11: Conclusions 

This chapter outlines the overall contributions of these studies and signals future 

research directions. 
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Chapter 2. Related Work 

Computers are now being used in almost every form of artistic expression, from 

visual arts to music and dance. Despite this pervasiveness, opportunities to explore and 

facilitate the full breadth of the cognitive creative process in computational systems 

remain. The goal of this chapter is to understand the essence of the computational 

creativity phenomenon, as well to provide background information about the ideas 

discussed in this dissertation. 

2.1. Creativity 

The literature provides diverse definitions of creativity. For the purpose of my 

research, I will focus on its most recent definitions, which emphasize what creativity is 

and how it is judged. Focusing on its chief attributes, Boden defines creativity as “the 

ability to come up with ideas or artefacts that are new, surprising and valuable” (Boden, 

2004). Csikszentmihalyi, on the other hand, is more concerned with its effect, contending 

that creativity is “when a person, using the symbols of a given domain, such as music, 

engineering, business or mathematics, has a new idea or sees a new pattern, and when 

this novelty is selected by the appropriate field for inclusion into the relevant domain” 

(Csikszentmihalyi, 1996). Edmonds and Candy (2002) describe creativity as a process 

that achieves an innovative outcome, the generation and evaluation of new ideas, 

solutions, and artefacts. They discuss that creative outcomes is valued and recognized 

by others, but not necessarily recognized outside the knowledgeable community. 

There is much debate in the literature about how to best model creativity. Some 

authors characterize the creative process as comprised of two distinct phases (Dennett, 

1981; Dartnell, 1993). Others employ four phases (Wallas, 1962; Gabora, 2002; 

Shneiderman, 2009) while some posit as many as five (Cougar, 1996; Amabile, 1983). 

One class of theorists, referred to by Shneiderman 2009 as the structuralists, 
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characterize the creative process as a meticulous, methodical construction of analytical 

solutions.  Another group of scholars —the inspirationalists— emphasize the importance 

of sudden flashes of insight. 

Despite these differences, most theorists acknowledge Wallas’ model as the first 

workable description of the creative process. Wallas’ model is composed of four stages 

(Figure 1): preparation, incubation, illumination, and verification. The preparation phase 

describes the individual’s immersion in some knowledge domain relevant to the problem 

at hand, and their achievement of some degree of expertise. The incubation phase 

consists primarily of doing other activities, which allows for some degree of 

subconscious or background rumination to take place. Illumination is the stage during 

which a hypothetical solution emerges, which is then consciously developed. This phase 

is often triggered by a sudden flash of inspiration, which is often referred to as the “aha” 

or “eureka” moment. Wallas’ final stage is the verification phase, in which the developed 

hypothesis is put to the test and either rejected or verified as a legitimate solution to the 

problem. Below, I discuss this process in further detail. 

Figure 1: A representation of the creative process based on Wallas (1962) 

Most definitions follow Wallas’s lead in another important aspect— defining 

creativity in terms of solving a problem. However, in the case of artistic creativity, it is 

often difficult to elicit what problem is actually being solved unless appealing to the 

rather uninformative problem of “creating something beautiful” (Wallas, 1962). Wallas’ 

model is still influential today: we see echoes of it in what Boden calls the “p-creative 

mode” (Boden, 2004). Assessing p-creativity, or psychological creativity prioritizes the 

personal and subjective impressions of the artist. An idea that is, for example, new, 

unexpected, or simple, in the mind of the artist qualifies as being p-creative. 

Beyond p-creativity, however, cognitive psychologists have recently moved to a 

broader, more socially-informed definition of creativity, which focuses on the ways in 
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which personal judgments about creativity are mediated by historical and social 

definitions about what is deemed creative (Boden, 2004). This broader, h-creative 

interpretation emphasizes that communities play a key role in defining which ideas get to 

be considered truly creative. Tying both these definitions together, Boden acknowledges 

that before an idea can be offered up for h-creativity, it must first pass some preliminary 

p-creative value judgment in the mind of the creator. Otherwise, it will never be accepted 

by the broader community (Boden, 2004). This perspective highlights the historical and 

cultural factors at play when defining creativity. All ideas are informed by previously 

existing ideas, which have an influence upon the generation of new ideas. The following 

section will outline three states of creativity significant to the computational creativity 

domain.  These are flow state, divergent thought and contextual fluidity.  

2.1.1. Creativity & Flow State 

Csikszentmihalyi (1996) describes flow as a state in which an individual is 

engaged in an activity to the extent that everything else seems unimportant. It is a state 

of optimal experience. The flow state is experienced as meaningful regardless of what 

brought them about. It is characterized by psychological characteristics of involvement, 

focus, and concentration. Once triggered, flow is driven by an inner motivation to the 

extent that the activity becomes a goal in itself (Csikszentmihalyi, 1996). 

According to Csikszentmihalyi, human experiences appear in consciousness as 

information, and the quality and content of our life is dependent on the information we 

allow our conscious mind to access. It is therefore possible to enter a happier state of 

mind through controlling the information we access in our conscious mind. The amount 

of information accessed is controlled by attention.  Attention is a tool to better the quality 

of one’s experiences. Csikszentmihalyi refers to this attention as “mental energy” 

(Csikszentmihalyi, 1996). Being in a state of flow means being in tune with one’s 

surroundings, adapting to the given situation, being appropriately challenged based on 

one’s skillset and unconsciously generating energy for recreation. 

Creative practices generally result from the reinforcement that flow provides, in 

addition to the presence of individual traits of curiosity and problem-solving. Individuals 
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who possess this combination tend to find that even difficult activities involving a degree 

of discovery and novelty can be executed almost automatically and effortlessly, albeit in 

a highly-focused state of consciousness (Csikszentmihalyi, 1996). Flow exists in the 

context of the work environment itself.  Therefore, it is a chief component in maintaining 

and creating flow for the user. Each step of problem-solving involves the abstraction and 

transformation of information. Creative practitioners in particular, have the ability to focus 

their attention on the task at hand. When the individual is allowed to move comfortably 

and smoothly around and through information, the chances for creativity are at their 

highest. Facilitating flow is achieved by supporting each of the conversion processes 

involved in the problem-solving state. This happens when distractions are kept to a 

minimum and the person is in control of the process. By filtering the most important 

tasks and allowing “creatives” to generate their own abstractions, the environment 

becomes an extension of their mind. This research focuses specifically on the flow state 

in cognitive creativity described by Gabora (2010), as contextual focus and the fluidity 

between associative and analytic thought, which is described in a later section.  

2.1.2. Creativity & Divergent Thought 

Creativity is associated with divergent, non-rational, and free association 

thinking, which can be facilitated by brainstorming.  Additionally, convergent thinking can 

work in conjunction with these factors to produce creative solutions or ideas. Creative 

problem solving involves three main stages: considering the problem, thinking of 

possible solutions, and testing or evaluating those solutions to determine their utility. For 

many, the most difficult part of this process is devising possible solutions that are 

appropriate.  According to Edward De Bono, a leading expert in creativity, divergent 

thinking requires fluency, flexibility, and originality on the part of the individual (De Bono, 

1973). Fluency means that there is a high probability that the individual will produce a 

significant idea. Flexibility suggests that the individual will produce a variety of significant 

ideas by obtaining information from different knowledge categories. Originality implies 

that the individual will produce ideas that are statistically uncommon. 

Brainstorming is a method that many supporters of the psychometric model of 

creativity believe aids individuals in improving his or her capacity for divergent thinking. 
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Alex Osborn, another creativity expert, argues that brainstorming is effective because it 

allows people to unleash their inner creativity. According to Osborn, we are all more 

creative than we think but our creativity is stunted because we are too judgmental of our 

thought processes (Osborn, 1953). We rarely publicize our creative ideas because we 

pre-judge and reject them before sharing them with anybody else. Brainstorming is 

effective in offsetting this inhibition because the whole goal of brainstorming is to 

maximize the number of ideas being presented. 

Divergent thought in the creative process can be facilitated and enhanced by 

brainstorming. Once the brainstorming has occurred and all of the ideas are available, 

the individual can apply his or her convergent thinking skills and rational thinking abilities 

to sift through the ideas in order to find one that works.  

The problem solving aspect of creativity focuses less on the unconscious and 

personality traits of the individual, rather on creativity as an exercise in problem-solving. 

This indicates that the creative process should allow for some degree of divergence, i.e., 

it should encourage a tendency to escape from common solutions. This process allows 

individuals to solve even ill defined and ambiguous goals. Divergence is a natural 

attitude of thought in finding value in the unexpected. In other words, it must converge to 

the objective, sometimes appearing suddenly in the form of an insight, or a eureka 

moment. It might seem paradoxical, but divergence and convergence work together to 

drive the creative process. 

2.1.3. Creativity & Contextual Fluidity 

An influential model of creativity is that proposed by Gabora (2010). The 

foundation of this theory, called the contextual fluidity theory, is that the creative ‘thought 

process’ can be conceptualized in a number of incremental associative steps. Each step 

may be an obvious association, but when chained, a seemingly unpredictable meta-

association emerges. The key to Gabora’s theory is a model of human memory 

characterized by three features: memory is content-addressable, distributed (but 

constrained), and sparse. Memory is content-addressable in the sense that the stimulus 

is organized by its content. The location of a memory with certain features is already 
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known, as features are mapped directly to locations. In distributed (but constrained) 

memory, each location corresponds to multiple memories, each to a varying degree. A 

memory can be retrieved even if its properties are only a partial match. The distribution 

of memories reflects the sparse distribution of the properties of the stimulus. 

Researchers have proposed that creativity involves the ability to vary the degree 

of conceptual fluidity in response to the demands of any given phase of the creative 

process (Gabora, 2010). Focused attention produces analytic thought, which is 

conducive to manipulating symbolic primitives and deducing laws of cause and effect, 

while unfocused attention produces fluid or associative thought, which is conducive to 

analogy and the discovery of correlative relationships (Gabora, 2007). Thus, creativity is 

not just a matter of eliminating rules but of assimilating and then breaking free of them. 

DiPaola and Gabora (2007) suggest that the creative process demands not just 

increased fluidity or free associative thought, but increased fluidity tempered with 

increased restraint. They propose that creativity involves the ability to vary the degree of 

conceptual fluidity in response to the demands of any given phase of the creative 

process (DiPaola & Gabora, 2007). This is referred to as “contextual focus.” They 

explore the conceptual fluidity of contextual focus through computational creativity 

systems concentrated on abstract portrait fitness function algorithm, which is 

foundational to this dissertation. Contextual fluidity theory claims that one shifts attention 

depending on the situation and that brain is constantly changing and adapting in 

response to the demands and pressures of the environment that it encounters. 

DiPaola and Gabora’s work aims to evolve visual algorithms for enhanced image 

complexity or circular objects in an image. Most of their efforts involve initializing a 

population and then letting the user take over. DiPaola and Gabora’s expanded their 

initial prototype to embrace a more sophisticated similarity and creativity function.  They 

then customized their system for the process of a portrait painter. In their second 

iteration of this system, they introduced a fitness function algorithm that takes into 

account current human creativity theory in terms of a fluid contextual focus: fitness is 

more fluid when it is narrowly focused on resemblance (similarity to the sitter image, 

which in their case is the Darwin portrait). Alternatively, the system can veer (based on 
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functional triggers) towards a more open associative process around intertwining and at 

times contradicting ‘rules’ of abstract portrait painting. 

Additionally, DiPaola and Gabora explore contextual fluidity theory in their 

system through the following parameters: 1) weighing for face versus background 

composition; 2) weighing tonal similarity over exact colour similarity matched with an 

artistic colour space model; and 3) identifying unequal dominant and subdominant tone 

and colour rules based on a portrait painter knowledge domain (DiPaola & Gabora, 

2007). 

2.2. Computational Creativity 

Shneiderman highlights how creativity’s interaction with technology has been 

limited (Shneiderman, 2007). He also investigates methods of exploring environments 

and those that support artistic creativity more directly, including processes without a 

result or task-based need. He separates academic work on creativity into three schools: 

structuralists, inspirationalists and situationists (Shneiderman, 2007). Structuralists 

support creativity in methodical, systematic ways; Inspirationalists focus on moving away 

from familiar or habitual situations to allow for new possibilities; Situationalists believe 

that creativity is social and distributed and therefore look to all possible surrounding 

factors as integral to creativity (Shneiderman, 2007). The situationalist perspective 

defines creativity as an iterative and situated cognitive process of social problem-solving 

(Csikszentmihalyi, 1988; Sawyer, 2009). To explore the facilitation of creativity within the 

practice of computation creativity I am taking a situationalist perspective (Shneiderman, 

2007).  

Boden conceptualizes creative generation in three distinct ways grouped under 

the term, “concept space” (Boden, 2004). These are combinational, exploratory, and 

transformational (Boden, 2004). Combinational creativity involves the combination of 

unfamiliar ideas (Boden, 2004). Exploratory creativity is an exploration of all available 

ideas within existing parameters, resulting in in a selection from within those parameters 

(Boden, 2004). Transformational creativity, on the other hand, is an action that 

generates ideas well outside of existing parameters (Boden, 2004). More specifically, 
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Boden claims that computation and artificial intelligence (AI) tools can be used to create 

new ideas in three ways: by producing novel combinations of familiar ideas; by exploring 

the potential of conceptual spaces; and by making transformations that enable the 

generation of previously impossible ideas (Boden, 2004). 

Computational creativity systems strive to model a variety of creativity’s aspects 

using computer algorithms from ‘small-step’ modifications to intelligent autonomous 

composition and ‘big-leap’ innovation in an effort to better understand and replicate the 

creative process (Boden, 2004). Researchers focusing on replicating creativity in 

computational algorithms have been instrumental in promoting a better understanding of 

human cognition and how computational creativity systems might be used to enhance 

and augment human creativity. These advances continue to evolve our perception of 

creativity and its role in our technology saturated world. Ben Shneiderman holds that, 

“the grand challenge for creativity support tool designers is to enable more people to be 

more creative more of the time” (Shneiderman, 2009). Shneiderman’s claim carries 

several implications: that people who are not yet creative can become so; that people 

who are already creative can become more so; that the frequency of producing creative 

output can be increased; and that these aims can be achieved to some degree through 

better design and the integration of computational creativity systems within the creative 

process (Shneiderman, 2009). 

2.2.1. Computational Creativity & Cognition 

There are two fundamental modes of thought involved in the creative process: 

associative and analytic. In the associative mode, ideas are juxtaposed as the brain 

compares and contrasts possible memory patterns, looking for what might be termed 

“inspiration” (Gabora, 2002). The analytical mode, by contrast, involves the more 

constructive development of patterns and ideas already in place (Gabora, 2002). Gabora 

concludes that these two modes equate naturally to the two ends of the creative 

process, with associative thinking dominating the early stages of creation and analytical 

thinking governing the later stages (Gabora, 2002). As Gabora (2002) states, modes of 

cognition are involved at different stages of the creative process. From this, it seems 

reasonable to conclude that computational creativity systems should consider the 
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relevant modes of cognition that will be active when the tool is employed. In doing so 

they will improve both the quality of the UX interaction and the tool’s creative 

effectiveness. 

Creativity may be enhanced by designing tools with an eye to the cognitive 

modes employed by the user at the time of use. Trope and Liberman (2003) note 

explicitly that a thinker’s perceived distance from the material at hand strongly influences 

the level of abstraction at which he or she construes it. Jia et al. (2009) demonstrate that 

creative thinking is usually associated with the more abstract, or higher, construal levels. 

Furthermore, they suggest that the association is bi-directional: creativity induces 

abstract construals, and conversely, abstract construals induce creative thinking (Jia et 

al., 2009). 

A number of authors (e.g. Eaglestone et al., 2007; MacGregor, 2002), comment 

on the notion of serendipity and the importance of introducing elements of surprise or 

randomness into the creative process. An often used approach is to employ pseudo-

random generators to generate unpredictable content, thereby stimulating non-

deterministic decision-making. A common practice in this approach is to present 

randomness as a planned serendipity operation, a tool of chaos that presents the user 

with wild and out of the norm ideas. True serendipity, as Boden defines it, is “the finding 

of something of value without its being sought, which seems somewhat at odds with the 

practice of asking users to elect when and where to employ it” (Boden, 2004). This 

suggests that in order for true serendipity to be employed in systems, the tool itself must 

somehow be made to present alternative content while the user is otherwise engaged.  

In sum, by leading a user to consider a problem at a higher level of abstraction, 

computational creativity systems can potentially direct their thinking toward more 

creative associations and outputs. During the front-end of the creative process, early 

stage exploratory thinking may be activated by directing a thinker’s attention toward 

high-level, abstract representations, suggesting a greater psychological distance from 

the material. This also facilitates the state of divergent thought in the human creative 

process. Computational creativity tools can also facilitate this process by embedding the 

chaos tool in the design of systems to allow users to access unpredictable, random 
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content by spontaneously suggesting valuable alternative solutions.  

2.2.2. Computational Creativity & Visualization  

Contrary to creativity frameworks, which tend to be built from the top down, 

cognitive psychology’s theories of creativity begin from observed artistic practice. 

Researchers in this area typically emphasize the various types of low fidelity 

experimentation such as sketching that saturate the traditional creative processes. 

Gabora (2002) characterizes the creative process as very wide in its initial stages, later 

moving to finer details in favour of broad interpretations through a process of filtering and 

selecting which eliminates irrelevant ideas. This view complements Wong’s (1992) 

characterization of sketching, in which she describes the process as offering low-fidelity 

representations supporting interpretations and more general or higher-level associations. 

Wong (1992) discusses the phenomenon of completion cuing, in which high-

fidelity representations displayed during the early stages of creative exploration have a 

tendency to short-circuit the creative process by inappropriately conveying the 

suggestion that the work is more mature than it really is. According to Wong, the power 

of sketches is that they deliver crude representations, which, in addition to properly 

signalling the incompleteness of the idea, also represent a broad class of ideas rather 

than just one (Wong, 1992). This aligns nicely with McCloud’s (1993) general principles 

behind the universality of sketch representations in the visual arts. 

The early stage of creative exploration is better served by low-fidelity 

representations that convey a less-polished, incomplete impression of the content. This 

encourages further creative development. Other researchers (Landay, 2001; Agustin et 

al., 2007) point to the rapidity with which sketching allows ideas to be created and 

evaluated. This, also corresponds with Gabora—particularly with her notion that 

associative ideation takes large, rapid strides through mental concept space. 

Additionally, the attribute of speed reinforces Csikszentmihalyi’s observation that rapid 

experimentation and evaluation cycles are essential to the establishment and 

maintenance of flow (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990). 

Computational creativity tools can support the concept of visualization and 
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sketching through processes that permit users to quickly produce ideas, evaluate them 

and then decide whether to keep or reject them. Computational creativity systems 

enhance creativity by providing multiple views of the content and emphasizing different 

structures or interpretations. Visualization and sketching inspire flow, divergent thought, 

and states of human creativity linked to contextual focus. 

2.3. Computational Creativity Systems  

This section outlines existing computational creativity systems capable of 

supporting and replicating aspects of creative behaviour in the fields of visual art and 

design relevant to this research. 

The Painting Fool (Colton, 2008) is one the very first computational creativity 

systems that attempted to incorporate emotion. This was accomplished through a 

perception of the user’s emotion. An artistic style was used to represent the user’s 

emotion in a portrait. The Painting Fool (Colton, 2008) is an artistic image generator with 

several modules, including scene generation, collage generation and emotionally aware 

portrait generation (Colton, 2008, 2011). The painting fool takes an evolutionary 

approach to scene generation. It can generate unfamiliar scenes and produce portraits 

in an emotionally enhanced style via a combination of NPR and machine vision module, 

which makes the system more autonomous (Colton, 2008, 2011). In this process the 

system records a video clip of an individual, then analyzes that video through facial 

features. The system identifies emotion, assigns palettes and style parameters, which 

controls the rendering (Colton, 2008, 2011). 

There are however limitations with this system such as the fact that the artwork 

produced, which we call emotional portraits, are of a lower aesthetic quality. Its paintings 

have not yet been praised or categorized emotionally by human subjects (Cook & 

Colton, 2011). A critical question concerns whether it is possible to know the emotions 

another person is experiencing just by looking at their facial features or bodily gestures. 

Putting sensors on an individual’s body is also a way in which emotion can be identified. 

Humans are complex: reducing our experiences into a few variables is not a useful way 

to measure emotion. Additionally, The Painting Fool does not always express the sitter’s 
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emotions, rather, it projects its own stimulated mood. This highlights the importance of 

collaboration and co-authorship in creating artwork with intelligent systems, specifically 

the shift of control between the user and the system.  

DARCI (Norton et al., 2011) is a system that generates images autonomously 

based on supplied adjectives taken from a public website populated by human 

participants. DARCI can currently only describe an image based on general features 

such as colour distribution, lighting and patterns, it also uses an evolutionary mechanism 

to render visual representations of syntax (Norton et al., 2011). DARCI explores the 

integration of metaphor in AI by communicating intention and meaning in art.   

The DARCI system (Norton et al., 2010) has been evaluated by surveying users 

who have commended it for its learnability and ability to label images with associated 

words. The differing interpretations of images by humans in DARCI's evaluation brings 

awareness to the subjectivity of metaphor and indicates that the system does not have 

to agree with the common consensual opinions of humans all the time (Norton et al., 

2010). 

DARCI is significant to this research as it focuses on the social interaction aspect 

of intelligent systems. It sheds light on interactive creativity with a human rather than a 

standalone autonomous system. Its strength lies in its participatory nature and 

encouraging interactive creativity through the impact of input from human creativity.  

AARON by the master artist Cohen (1995, 2002) is a drawing and colouring 

program that creates original abstract and representational paintings. AARON has been 

widely recognized as “creative”, in the sense that it generates works autonomously, and 

has been exhibited at venues all around the world. AARON uses algorithms to print out 

computer generated colours. Cohen (2009) does not measure the creativity of his 

system by its novel and unique output. Instead, he relies on the feedback it receives 

from audiences at exhibitions. AARON is completely autonomous and uses generative 

algorithms to produce a limitless number of interesting ideas and artefacts. However, it 

lacks the ability to make aesthetic choices about the quality of the work it produces 

(McCorduck, 1991).  
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The AARON system emphasizes the relationship between the artist and the 

computational creativity system. In doing so, it redefines the role of the creator and the 

creative-practice. Cohen (2010) reflects on AARON by suggesting that creativity cannot 

be situated in the programmer or program alone. Rather, creativity is situated in the 

dialogue between the two entities. This dialogue is based on a special and intimate 

partnership (Cohen, 2010). This is significant to this dissertation's overarching objective, 

which is to encourage collaborative practices between users and computational 

creativity systems to facilitate the exchange and expression of ideas and concepts. 

2.3.1. Computational Creativity Evaluation 

This section outlines three evaluation methods for computational creativity 

systems that exist within the literature. Computational creativity is a young field and 

practical suggestions for evaluation methods have been presented in the past two 

decades.  

The most influential body of research in assessing creativity in software is 

Ritchie’s work (Ritchie, 2001, 2007).  Ritchie proposes a set of formal empirical criteria 

that is quantitative and depends heavily on the two rating schemes of typicality and 

value (Richie, 2007). Ritchie emphasises the importance of assessing computer-

generated artefacts both in terms of how typical and atypical they are within a target 

domain. Further, an artefact may be typical of the domain but not a good example.  

Therefore a value rating is introduced to assess the quality of that artefact (Richie, 

2007). 

Ritchie's proposal advocates a post-hoc analysis of artefacts generated by the 

system, disregarding the process by which they were created. For systems that produce 

abstract rather than concrete results, Ritchie’s approach is not applicable. Ritchie also 

makes no recommendations concerning which criteria should be implemented in 

assessment. This leaves open the question of how to best choose appropriate 

parameters, criterion weights and even what criteria to include in assessment. 

Implementation decisions are left to the choice of the evaluator, which raises discussion 

on how to make such decisions accurately and how researchers can justify their choices. 
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This flexibility of the system could possibly be taken advantage of for a more favourable 

evaluation of a particular system. Applications of Richie’s criteria have decreased in 

popularity in recent years in favour of other options.  This decrease in popularity has 

resulted from a lack of evaluating creativity as a whole. 

Pease et al. (2001) builds on Richie's criteria by discussing a wide range of 

aspects involved in evaluating the creativity of artificial systems. These scholars propose 

a combination of evaluative tests (both quantitative and qualitative) based on input, 

output and process. Pease et al‘s tests map how humans evaluate creative behaviour 

through experiments with human participants. Their tests are practical when applied to 

systems; however, they do not adequately explain which aspects of creativity to test. 

Another significant contribution to the field comes from Colton (2008), who has 

introduced the creative tripod framework. The creative tripod consists of three qualities 

that a creative system must demonstrate to some degree in order to be considered 

creative: skill, imagination and appreciation. Colton fleshes out the tripod analogy: each 

leg represents one aspect of the system: the programmer, computer system & 

consumer. His framework only focuses on the system’s behaviour, claiming that the 

system is considered creative once it has demonstrated skill, imagination and 

appreciation. Skill refers to the generation of new concepts from existing known 

concepts (generation of images in various styles), imagination is the ability to search the 

space of possible concepts (generating images that has never been seen) and 

appreciation is the measure of uniqueness of output (the attractiveness of the image) 

(Colton, 2008). However, Colton doesn’t clarify or discuss the roles of the programmer 

and consumer with respect to how they contribute to the perception of creativity. 

The current computational creativity evaluation methodologies discussed above 

focus either on systems as products or as a combination of products and process. This 

focus disregards the creative collaborator and the context. In our research we focus on 

the users of such systems, especially their adaptation of these systems into practical 

settings. We believe that creative ideas cannot solely be assessed by a scalar metric: 

conceptual spaces that are multi-dimensional need to be considered. As a consequence, 

the studies in this dissertation combine qualitative and quantitative methods. Human 
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input is necessary in evaluating human standards, either prior to evaluation or during.  

2.4. Summary 

This chapter presented a comprehensive review of literature significant to the 

domain of computational creativity. These topics included: creativity phenomenon and 

cognitive states of creativity such as flow state, divergent thought and contextual fluidity, 

computational creativity and how computers can support important creativity factors 

such as cognition and visualization, an overview of relevant computational creativity 

systems and evaluation methods.  The in-depth examination of the underlying principles 

of creativity in this chapter reveals theoretical aspects that can be supported by 

computational creativity tools. This investigation highlights a gap in research: insufficient 

attention is being paid in the design of computational creativity systems to the role of the 

creative collaborator (users/artist/designers) and their artistic intent. Future opportunities 

require explorations of systems that keep users fully engaged in their creative process 

and sustain their creativity through UX considerations with a CAIS. Such engagement 

will be explored in the following chapters through various modes of affective affordances, 

personalized experiences, and interactions with the inclusion of movement. 
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Chapter 3. CAIS Application: Design 

This chapter investigates the conceptual and implementation shift from an 

autonomous theoretical researched-based computational creativity system to a real-

world application for professional designers, focusing on several UX design strategies. 

The goal of this chapter was to gain insight into users’ engagement with CAIS 

throughout their creative process within real-world design practice – which addresses 

the Main Research Question - How can CAIS encourage new modes of creative practice 

through engagement with users? 

The DarwinsGaze System (DiPaola et al., 2013), is a creative genetic 

programming system based on theories of creative cognition. During the system’s 

successful run at solo shows in noted museums and art galleries, tens of thousands of 

people believed the artwork was human-created. In what follows, we explore creativity 

from the perspective of theories of cognition, which attempt to understand shifts in 

associative and analytical focus. The contextual focus system in DarwinsGaze was 

developed to use an automatic fitness function. Our team attempted to adapt this 

successful system for general use with real-world designers.  We also designed the 

system with multi-person creativity in mind. 

In an effort to improve the experience of real-world designers using the system, 

we worked with a design firm to explore the potential ways in which our technology might 

be designed to support multi-variant creative design iteration. This second generation 

system, titled ‘Evolver’, provides designers with fast and unique creative options that 

expand beyond their habitual selections and can be inserted/extracted from the system 

at any time for modular use at varying stages of the creative design process. The 

following sections will describe both systems and the UX strategies and design decisions 

to adapt our research system. Our goal was to incorporate creativity automatically within 

DarwinsGaze algorithms, to the second generation system, Evolver, which attempts to 
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take elements of human creativity theories and populate them as tools back into the 

process. This chapter describes this adaptation more in detail. 

3.1. DarwinsGaze 

Gabora and DiPaola (2007) discuss an in-depth history of human creativity. They 

focus primarily on the capacity to shift between two forms of thought and how this can be 

supported by generative art systems inspired by Darwinian evolution, genetic algorithms 

(GA), and genetic programming (GP). The researchers explore creativity using theories 

of cognition in an attempt to understand attentional shifts between associative and 

analytical focus. Their identification of two stages in the creative process is consistent 

with the widely held view that there are two distinct forms of thought. Their work directly 

explores the extent to which computer algorithms are creative on their own through the 

development of the DarwinsGaze system. 

The DarwinsGaze system authored by DiPaola (DiPaola & Gabora, 2007; 

DiPaola, 2014) is used to explore how contextual focus could produce visual artworks 

based on the shifting between analytic and associative modes of thought. This work is 

significant as it illustrates the connections between creativity and cognition in an 

evolutionary, cultural context. DarwinGaze identifies concepts that define and evaluate 

creative thoughts and actions while demonstrating their application in two computational 

models (DiPaola, 2014). The evolutionary theories and implementation showcase the 

ability to support creative cognition work in top-down as well as bottom-up contexts, 

making it valuable as a foundational work (DiPaola, 2014) . This knowledge supports 

possibilities of building onto an existing computational creativity system for exploring 

new or additional perspectives of creative actions. 

Example pieces from DarwinGaze output (Figure 2) over 30 days were framed 

and submitted to galleries as body of work. The author, DiPaola, took great care in 

selecting images that represented the unsupervised process (DiPaola et al., 2013). 

However, there is always some degree of human bias in the process of representational 

editing. This process is similar to a curator’s choice of pieces for an exhibition. For our 

purposes, this element of human bias did not diminish the soft evaluation process. 
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Figure 2: Source Darwin image with examples of evolved abstract portraits 
created using the DarwinsGaze autonomous creative system. 

The artwork from the DarwinsGaze system (darwinsgaze.com) has been 

accepted and exhibited at six major galleries and museums, including the TenderPixel 

Gallery in London, Emily Carr Gallery in Vancouver, and Kings Art Centre at Cambridge 

University, as well as the MIT Museum in Massachusetts and the High Museum in 

Atlanta (DiPaola et al., 2013). These exhibits were peer reviewed, juried and 

commissioned from institutions that typically only accept human artwork. The exhibitions 

have been seen by tens of thousands of viewers, many of whom have left comments in 

the gallery journal. These comments indicate that viewers see the artwork as creative 

and aesthetic, even though they were generated entirely by evolutionary art computer 

program using a contextual focus. Although no attempt to create a formalized creativity 

Turing Test was made, most of the thousands of viewers assumed they were looking at 

human-created art. While these are subjective measures, they are standards in the art 

world. The fact that the computer program produced novel creative artefacts, both as 

single art pieces and as a gallery collection of pieces with interrelated themes, is 

compelling evidence that the process passed a type of informal creativity Turing test. 

3.2. Evolver 

Evolver is a computational creative tool born out of the DarwinsGaze system that 
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explores a real-world design application. Evolver resulted from an in-depth research and 

observations done in the aim of supporting a specific design process at FBFA, an 

international art consultancy firm in Vancouver, BC that designs site- specific art 

collections for the luxury hotel and corporate sectors. Evolver’s main focus was to 

automate some of the design tasks and restructure the contextual search space within 

FBFA’s creative workflow (DiPaola et al., 2013). 

The FBFA workflow includes taking briefs from the hotel interior designers, and 

based on their extensive photo and graphic design database as source, designs specific 

art and design objects in a multitude of material (although typically wall hanging) often in 

unique sizes, shapes and multiples to specifically work with the hotel’s (typically their 

large lobby and restaurants) needs. They do this by incorporating a number of designers 

who using digital systems like Adobe Illustrator significantly rework a source design to 

refit the specifics of space, shape and material. 

As researchers we first closely observed FBFA’s practical design environment, 

and documented the designer’s already existing process. The FBFA designers’ process 

of creating prototypes for their clients was a multi-step, iterative and somewhat inefficient 

process, which relied on the designer’s ‘feel’ of the problems and possible solutions. 

Typically, designers would discuss a project with a client, go to physical boxes or their 

digital database containing image material, locate seed material conforming to the 

feeling of the project and then manipulate them to fit the design problem in Adobe 

Illustrator. The designer’s manipulation included adjusting size, scale, shape, pattern 

repetitions, multiples and colour in layers by hand. This process is labour-intensive, and 

we felt it was a good place for computational support, because the designer had already 

defined the contextual focus for this problem through their own interpretation of the 

available options, constraints and aesthetic preferences. 

We began by demonstrating to them an interactive version of our DarwinsGaze 

system, which was mocked up on the darwinsgaze.com website, called ‘Evolve It’ to 

show what a potentially fully-interactive new system would look like (DiPaola et al., 

2013). While the designers were reluctant to give up control of their intuitive, creative 

process, they readily engaged with Evolve It, once they saw how CAISs could support 
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the restructuring of the designer’s contextual space while also reducing the labour-

intensive prior process. Adopting CAIS gave designers the ability to creatively engage 

with the problem at hand. We strove to make the new systems flexible to the unique 

creative process of each designer (DiPaola et al., 2013). 

3.2.1. Evolver UX Design 

In an effort to evaluate CAIS within the visual design domain, we explored the 

use and adaptation of Evolver through UX design strategies. Such strategies include 

brainstorming to generate versions of original artwork provided by designers, through 

specific features such as controlling the colour scheme or marrying different artworks 

together. Evolver also offers some production capabilities by automating repeating tasks, 

such as cropping for mass quantities of artworks. Designers have traditionally turned to 

programs such as Adobe Photoshop to complete this task. For ease of use, Evolver 

incorporates an intuitive graphic user interface (GUI) paired with a flexible internal image 

representation format (Figure 3) (DiPaola et al., 2013). The designer provides the seed 

material and selects preferred results while the system generates a population of artwork 

candidates and, under user control, uses the CAIS Genetic Algorithm techniques of 

crossbreeding and mutating the candidates to generate new design products. The 

designer may select and extract any evolutionary generated contender at any stage of 

the process for use in other areas or as generative fodder for later projects. System 

parameters or genes of Evolver include shapes, colours, layers, patterns, symmetries, 

and canvas dimensions. 

Other UX considerations in the design of Evolver include an automatic import 

tool, which analyzes existing images to parse their structure to form initial seed 

populations for the interactive evolution. This approach serves to bootstrap the 

evolutionary search with images considered possessive of artistic merit. Source artwork 

is converted to the SVG (Quint, 2003) vector image format, which is a tree-based 

description of the shapes and curves that comprise a vector-based image. The user 

interface, by default, depicts a population of 8 pieces of generated art.  However, our 

CAIS system has an option to populate more or less depending on the designer’s 

preference. These individuals can be selected to become the parents of the next 
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generation, as is typical in interactive evolution. An added feature, which has proved 

useful, is the ability to bookmark individual artwork (as in a “favourites” menu). This 

feature has allowed it to be placed in a collection separate from the evolutionary run 

while allowing uses to reuse them (and their genetic code) within later new runs,. This 

collection of bookmarked individuals has allowed users to store individuals of interest 

located during the run while guiding the evolution in a different direction. 

Figure 3: The Evolver interface 

Evolver’s cognitive aspect provides designers with a platform to externalize and 

visualize their ideas. Artwork generated through Evolver can be used for various 

purposes in all phases of the design process, from conceptual design to presentation. 

During the early phase of conceptual design, free-hand, non-rigid sketching techniques 

have an important role in the formation of creative ideas as designers externalize their 

ideas and interact with them spatially and visually (Suwa, Gero & Purcell, 1998). Evolver 

supports flexibility of ideas in this phase by enabling designers to easily produce an 

extensive range of alternatives. The open-ended nature of the multiple generations 

produced supports the ambiguous and fuzzy quality of conceptual design as designers 
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discover, frame out early ideas through brainstorming. By producing alternatives for the 

designers, Evolver helps to relieve their cognitive load. It prevents designers from having 

to manually manipulate design parameters. At the same time, it does not exclude them 

from the process to the extent that they cannot use their psychomotor and affective 

design knowledge. 

Evolver is designed to support the shift between contextual and analytical focus 

by restructuring the contextual space in which users work. Users can choose to 

relinquish a degree of control while broadening their focus, gaining the ability to be 

inspired or provoked by the system’s novel generations. On the other hand, it is possible 

to guide successive evolutions in a more deliberate, analytical way, and Evolver’s ability 

to import/export individuals to/from a precisely editable format (SVG - Adobe Illustrator) 

allows tightly-focused design directions to be pursued. At later stages in the design 

process, artwork generated through Evolver can be used as prototypes and mockups for 

clients. It can also be used as a communication tool for presentations at the end of the 

design process (DiPaola et al., 2013). 

3.3. Discussion 

Shifting from the DarwinsGaze system to the Evolver project involved four design 

principles. These included the following:  

1) The support of analytic focus by providing tools tailored to the designer’s 
specific needs and aesthetic preferences. The Evolver System genes are linear 
and 'predictably re-combinable' in order to minimize contextual focus within the 
system while prioritizing a variety of potentially successful solutions.   

2) The support of associative or intuitive focus by relieving the designer’s cognitive 
capacity, enabling a quick and serendipitous workflow when desired, and offering 
a large variety of parameterized options to utilize. Evolver has a simpler and 
interactive Genetic Algorithm in order to engage the designer in the system and 
support their intuitive decision-making process. 

3) The support of triggering of focus-shift between the designer and the system 
through  options to ‘bookmark’ and save interesting work for later runs, as well as 
to move creative material from and of the system while retaining the work’s 
semantic structure and editability. The Evolver system has many layers and 
elements and is built on the scalable vector graphic (SVG) language. The user 
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can either import many small SVG files as seed material or import a single large 
file and the system will automatically separate and label the elements. With the 
user acting as the fitness function, the population size   can   be   adjusted   and   
desired   results   can   be   ‘book- marked’   and   set   aside   for   manual   
iteration   or   can   be   re-inserted  into  the  Evolver system’s  gene  pool.  For 
instance, work that they create traditionally can be used as partial seed material, 
used fully at the start, output at any time from the system as raw inspiration 
results to be re- worked traditionally or used as a final result. 

4) The support of a joint 'train of thought' between system and user by structuring a 
genotype representation compatible with human visual/cognitive intuition. A 
careful effort was made to iteratively develop the graphical user interface based 
on feedback from the designers about how they think within a creative process, 
what metaphors they use, and which perspectives and skills they rely on based 
on their backgrounds and experience. Finally, we integrated additional post-
processing options to give added novelty if needed (outside of the Genetic 
Algorithm) with effects such as kaleidoscope and multiple panels. 

3.4. Summary 

This chapter demonstrated the adaptation of an autonomous computational 

creativity system, ‘DarwinsGaze’ for real-world design collaboration through several UX 

strategies. The new system ‘Evolver’ was developed to support FBFA’s creative 

workflow, by providing designers with an innovative and efficient platform that automated 

their tasks within several stages of their design process; from ideation to production. The 

following chapter will present a study that evaluates the Evolver system’s effectiveness 

within designer’s creative process.    
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Chapter 4. Evolver Study 

This chapter describes the methods, data collection, and analysis used in the first 

study of this dissertation. This study took place several months after the completion of 

the design and development of Evolver, with the system still being used and available for 

real world production at FBFA. We invited a group of FBFA and associated designers to 

our labs, under controlled study conditions. There we conducted a 45 minute qualitative 

study that took place in 2 phases. The first phase involved a uniform re-introduction and 

re-demonstration of Evolver and its functionalities.  The second phase was a session 

where the designer had the opportunity to re-explore the tool and answer a series of 

semi-structured interview questions concentrating on the adaptation of Evolver within 

their current and future work practices. The results address the overarching research 

objective of this dissertation and answer the Main Research Question - How can CAIS 

encourage new modes of creative practice through engagement with users? 

4.1. Participants 

We recruited 6 participants (3 female, 3 male) through word of mouth for our in 

depth sessions. All participants were from Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada, 

between the ages of 27-40. We specifically recruited professional FBFA visual designers 

(3-10 years’ experience) involved in the Evolver’s design process, which limited the 

number of participants available. 

4.2. Methods 

This study contained two phases: the Evolver showcase and exploration and a 

semi-structured interview. These phases are reviewed in detail within this section. 
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4.2.1. Evolver Showcase and Exploration 

During phase 1, which lasted 10-15min, we introduced the Evolver system and 

allowed the participants to explore and test out its features. The following is the script 

from the showcase:  

Evolver is a computational creative tool, which uses genetic algorithm to produce 

generative visual design artifacts based on several constraints controlled by the 

designer. This tool was developed in collaboration of a research team at iVizLab and an 

industry partner Farmboy Fine Arts (FBFA). Evolver generates various versions of an 

original SVG artworks provided by designers through specific features such as 

controlling the color scheme or marrying different artworks together. The designer is able 

to select the size, orientation and also the number of panels. Features such as locking 

the color scheme and adding text can also be explored within this tool. This tool allows 

designers to save and export the artwork at any stage and bring it back to illustrator to 

modify. The files are exported as SVG files through separate layers, which reserves its 

full modifiable quality. 

4.2.2. Semi-structured Interview 

Next participants completed a semi-structured interview lasting 20-25min. The 

questions were divided into the following areas (see appendix for full details): 

Introduction. The first set of questions sought the participants’ thoughts and 
opinions on Evolver. 

1. What is your first impression of ‘Evolver’? 
2. How and in which stage would you use this tool in your current practice? 

Design Process. The second section focused on understanding participants’ 
creative processes and how Evolver could be integrated into their workflow.   
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3. How does this tool change your design process? Can you provide an existing 
scenario of your current practice and how you envision Evolver would change 
that? 

4. In which stage of your design process would you most benefit from Evolver? 
Why? 

5. Which features of this tool do you find most interesting? Why? 
6. What features would you like to change and/or add in the future? Why? 
7. How does it help with the conceptualization of ideas? 

Feedback. The final part of the interview asked participants to comment on their 
view of computational creativity systems. 

8. What do you think of the role of computational creativity systems such as Evolver 
within the Visual Design domain? 

9. Do you have any further comments/suggestions for the future of this research? 

4.3. Data Analysis 

All interviews were audio recorded and transcribed to review data numerous 

times. For each transcript, we wrote a participant summary based on their exploration of 

Evolver, as well as detailed interview notes. These transcripts were analyzed using axial 

open and selective coding (Strauss & Corbin, 1998) to extract common themes and 

patterns, which we compared across participants. By assigning keywords such as 

‘ideation’, ‘visualization’, ‘collaboration’ and ‘production,’ concepts were grouped 

categorically with relevant quotes and comments from the participants. This process 

helped to identify overlapping ideas and themes, which will be discussed in detail in the 

following section. For instance, the transcript tagged with the keywords ‘ideation’ and 

‘collaboration’ was grouped into the cognitive domain, the ‘visualization’ and ‘production’ 

texts were categorized into the psychomotor and so forth.   

This section provided a review of the first study’s participant recruitment strategy, 

methodology and the methods we employed for data analysis. Our study included a 

demonstration and exploration session of the Evolver system followed by a semi-

structured interview. The next section will outline the themes discovered during this 

study. 
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4.4. Results 

The key findings from this study suggest that the shift of the Visual Design 

discipline towards a more advanced space, with adoption of computational creativity 

systems not only enhances designers’ skill set, but also encourages new ways of 

design. Evolver supports designer’s creative process, their workflow and values through 

a collaborative nature. 

The following sections present the findings from our study categorized within 3 

main domains based on Bloom’s taxonomy: “cognitive, psychomotor and affective” 

(Bloom, 1956). The cognitive domain relies on the tacit and explicit knowledge of the 

designer. The psychomotor domain encompasses the skills and tools needed to design. 

Lastly, the affective domain is about the attitude, values, and intent of designers. 

4.4.1. Cognitive 

The cognitive domain relies on the knowledge of the designer, that of tacit and 

explicit. Explicit knowledge can be understood as factual knowledge, which is typically 

the facts and basic knowledge that are taught in traditional crafts such as medium 

constraints and typeface recognition (Schön, 1983).  Additionally, conceptual knowledge 

helps to shape factual knowledge.  In practice, for designers/artists this means that 

colour theory or Gestalt theory. Tacit knowledge can be linked to procedural knowledge, 

which is the techniques and judgments exercised during the act of designing, such as 

choice of colour theme (Schön, 1983). However factual and conceptual choice is often 

unconscious and specific to an individual designer’s experience. Design thinking is also 

tacit and metacognitive knowledge, which is as Lawson describes, the designer’s ability 

to “juggle” multiple perspectives in a problem-solving strategy: the act of framing and re-

framing and solution-finding (Lawson, 2006). 

Design knowledge and reasoning are expressed in the designer's transactions 

with the artefacts made, the conditions under which they are made, and the manner of 

making. Design worlds are environments designers inhabit while designing. They 

contain particular configurations of things, relations and qualities, and they act a place to 

reserve design knowledge. Each designer has their own unique approach to design. 
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However, with exposure to various solution paths, designers can see how a possible 

design decision can be matched or mismatched to a situation. In a designer's dialogue 

with a situation, types of solutions can function to transform the situation and be 

transformed by it. 

From the results of our study it appeared evident that tools such as Evolver 

assist designers in this process. Evolver facilitates the designer’s dialogue with their 

problem space through the accessibility to alternatives that could inspire various design 

solutions. Evolver supported the designer’s cognitive activity in the early stages of 

design and the exploration phase by providing an immediate exposure to many 

possibilities. Designers can then filter these possibilities according to their needs and/or 

refine and revisit the chosen concepts or ideas.  

"Evolver introduces me to design options I never thought of before, it 
enhances my design thinking and helps me to produce abstract out of the 
norm ideas." (P1, Interview) 

In design, creativity also stems from being selective. The quotes revealed that 

Evolver helped designers to temporarily step out of their current frame of reference and 

actively reframe and ask questions. Many of the participants saw the strengths of 

Evolver within the front-end of their creative process (ideation) in helping to identify the 

right design questions through discovery of new opportunities. This brings into focus the 

role of the designer as actor/agent working with cross flows of knowledge, perception 

and information for filtering, negotiating and mediating design decision-making. The 

designer is thus simultaneously a participant and observer in an ongoing process of 

collaborative design. 

 “Evolver provides a spark that inspires new, unexpected ideas, which 
really helps in creative problem solving, especially when you or your team 
hits a dead-end.” (P2, Interview) 

Designers saw Evolver as a creative partner that could suggest alternatives 

outside of the normal human cognitive capacity: 

"[The] Human brain is sometimes limited, I find Evolver to have this 
unlimited capacity for creativity." (P5, Interview)  
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4.4.2. Psychomotor 

The psychomotor domain refers to the skills and tools needed to design. 

Visualizing and sketching are fundamental skills for designers, which enable them to 

express and communicate their mental models of problem situations, ideas for solutions 

and rational decision-making in different stages of their design process (Cross, 2007). 

Both visualizing and sketching support the fluidity and non-linearity of creative process, 

through which designers can discover, explore and communicate ideas (Cross, 2007). 

Designers, through the act of sketching can express what they know, what they think 

and how they imagine. Visualizing and sketching allow the designer to “handle different 

levels of abstraction”, “enable identification and recall of relevant knowledge” and “assist 

problem structuring through solution attempts” (Buchanan, 2001). The psychomotor 

skills also include working with digital programs such as Adobe Illustrator or InDesign as 

designers partake in intensive training and practice to develop necessary skills to 

operate these tools. 

Visualization and sketching also support the fluidity and non-linearity of creative 

process, through which designers can discover and explore ideas and realize their 

thinking. The non-permanent nature of sketches allows for experimentation and play 

throughout the design process. From our study, most designers envisioned integrating 

Evolver within the early stages of their design process because it provides a platform to 

externalize and visualize their ideas. They suggested that the exposure to the multiple 

generations of their idea assisted with the ambiguity of the front-end through discovery, 

framing out early ideas and brainstorming.  

“I would mainly use Evolver as a brainstorming tool within the early 
stages of my process, as it supports the flexibility of ideas and quickly 
exposes me to an extensive range of alternatives.” (P4, Interview) 

Evolver facilitated the designer’s ability to enter a more intuitive or associative 

mode of thought by easing some of the effort in manually visualizing alternative design 

concepts: 

"Sketching stuff out on paper takes more energy and tweaking - Evolver 
allows me to visualize easier, have a dialogue and collaborate with the 
design space." (P3, Interview) 
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The designers in the study described Evolver as an “invisible teammate” who 

they can collaborate with at any stage of their design process. Evolver could be used 

flexibly at different stages of the design process to support different tasks and modes of 

thought, including both the generation and communication of ideas. The participants 

commented that Evolver acts as a dialogue for designers when communicating their 

mental models and understanding of a design situation to clients and others involved in 

the design project. 

“Evolver is like an invisible teammate that you can bounce ideas off of 
and collaborate with at any stage of the project.” (P1, Interview) 

"The best part about the Evolver is that you can stop it at any stage of 
generation, edit and feed it back to the engine, also it is mobile and you 
can take it to meetings with clients and easily communicate various ideas 
and establish a shared understanding. It provides a frame of reference- 
what is in your head now." (P6, Interview) 

4.4.3. Affective 

The affective domain concerns the attitude, values, and intent of designers. 

These attitudes derive from the internal, personal and emotional experiences of the 

designer as well as their external influences and context. Designers value empathy and 

considering their client’s wants and needs. Design intent comes with a responsibility that 

the artistic artefact is never in isolation. Rather it is situated within the need of the 

individual and the community. Therefore designers can use their artistic pursuit to 

provoke an emotional impact through aesthetic expression.  

The main issue that CAIS like DarwinsGaze and Evolver raise within the design 

discourse is that of authorship. Computational creativity systems change the traditional 

design model and process and this often makes designers feel uneasy about having less 

control over the originality of ideas produced.  

“I think the main issue that comes to mind in designing with computational 
creativity systems, is the ownership of the work. It’s a grey area, am I the 
creator or the system? I could see how some traditional designers would 
be resistant to give up that control. However, design nowadays has 
become more of a collaborative and participatory process, you don’t 
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design in isolation, you co-create with your team, clients and 
stakeholders. Evolver is one of those collaborators.” (P4, Interview) 

As exemplified by this quote, the majority of the designers who participated in the 

study commented on Evolver’s inability (and CAIS in general) to incorporate the richness 

of their emotional intent, the expression of a certain mood they wanted their designs to 

provoke and communicate. For example: 

“I create mood boards for each design project based on client brief, 
searching images in Google, magazines to express a certain emotion I 
want my design to express. For example, I had a client that wanted an ad 
campaign that presented serenity and tranquility in communicating their 
message. It would be nice if there was a way to control that aspect in 
Evolver.” (P6, Interview) 

4.5. Discussion  

Several design recommendations emerged from the results of our study based 

on the Evolver system: 

The most significant design consideration that emerged is the need to 

incorporate mood/affect into the design of computational creativity systems. Shared 

authorship, co-authorship and design can be explained as collaboration between 

designers and computational creativity systems. This participatory and inclusive 

approach is an important design consideration because such systems should be aware 

of the creative user's expertise, emotion and experiences in order to create personal 

meaning.  In the end, this generates results in a richer creative experience and 

innovative output. 

Many study responses revealed the attitude shift of visual designers towards the 

new model of design, in which their role changes from sole creators to editors and 

collaborators. Designers have become more receptive to systems such as Evolver, as 

they are not meant to replace designers and to fully automate the creative process. 

Rather to promote new ways of design and take designer’s abilities to the next level by 

providing efficiency and encouraging more ‘aha’ moments. 
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Another design consideration that was evident from the study and observations 

of designers exploring Evolver was the change to the shift away from the linearity of the 

program. Most designers expressed how they would like to visually see the evolvement 

of the genetic seed file within the various spaces such as colour and shape. These 

categories would then appeal to a certain attribute of the original file provided. The 

designer can then keep track of evolutionary generation within each category and have 

more control in selecting and cross breeding (marrying) different artworks based on 

those separations. This would also help with archiving and saving the various 

generations. Another suggestion would be that within each generation an out of the 

norm choice is produced (i.e. from a different part of the genetic search space), to 

provide designers with a novel option that sparks an inspiration. This keeps designers 

engaged in the program as their exposure to an unexpected solution path can trigger 

more ‘aha’ moments and keep them from being stuck and remaining in the same frame 

of reference. 

The main limitation of this study is the time and amount of exposure the 

designers had to the Evolver system. Long-term access to the tool and a complete 

observation of its use with an actual design project will offer a more in-depth 

understanding of its effect and influence on designer’s current processes. However, this 

study provided an initial understanding and identified opportunities by highlighting areas 

in which computational creativity systems can leverage and enhance the designer’s 

process. While there were only 6 designers represented, the responses were regarded 

as coherent and comprehensive in relation to the theoretical framework of creativity. 

Every effort was made to reduce bias, including in the way the questions were asked by 

being open and responsive to positive and negative answers. The findings from this 

study established a foundation for further research that will guide the modification of 

Evolver and design of future systems discussed in following chapters. 

4.6. Summary 

This study revealed that CAIS such as Evolver can act collaboratively to assist 

designers in their creative process. These creative systems need to be augmented in 

designer's work process, as they see fit, rather than demanding designers to adjust their 
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process posed by the technology. These tools can facilitate the dialogue designers have 

with their problem space through the accessibility to alternatives that could inspire 

various design solutions. Artwork generated through Evolver can be used for different 

purposes in different phases of the design process. They can be used as brainstorming 

tools, usually in the front-end of design process; as mockups for clients and prototyping 

towards the end of design process; and also as a communication tool such as 

presentations. Evolver is an activity among designers that facilitates collaboration. The 

traditional design model is here to stay and will not be replaced by such systems, 

however designers now have the opportunity to explore and balance traditional and new 

mediums to shape and evolve their design process.  

A fascinating discovery from this study was the notion of artistic pursuit, a sense 

of communication, articulation, and expression of emotion. We found that the shift of 

computational creativity to a real-world design scenario required attention to the 

collaboration and creative processes of the designers who value their experience- 

developed expertise. The design of the system had to act as both a support tool 

engaging some cognitive load of the process, and a flexible, interactive repository of 

potentially successful options. Future real-world design considerations can explore 

methods for adapting intelligent operations to the emotional and cognitive processes and 

constraints of necessary situations, taking into account the artistic intent and expertise of 

collaborators. This inquiry aims to address and bridge the gap between the growing 

emotional and expert knowledge of designers who are searching for democratic 

participation in its dissemination. This can be seen as one of the more important roles for 

computational creativity systems. This directly relates to my first question of this 

dissertation, which explores the role of emotion in the UX design of computational 

creativity. The following chapters will take on this challenge through further 

investigations by conducting two intertwined studies. 
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Chapter 5. Affective Mapping Study 1  

 This chapter presents a detailed description of the methods, data collection and 

analysis used in Affective Mapping Study 1. As CAIS become more advanced and more 

human-like, the users expect to interact with them in a human way. Empathy is core to 

what makes us human and foundational to creativity (Salevati, DiPaola 2015b). The 

need for CAIS to have emotional sensibility to improve human-computer collaboration 

and UX in creative practice became evident in our previous study. The following 

intertwined Affective Mapping 1 & 2 studies were designed to explore how CAIS can 

begin to reflect the user's emotions to enhance creativity and support artistic expression. 

CAIS has to find early mechanisms to understand how the user works internally, and be 

mindful of the user's mood states. This cannot be achieved from cognitive analysis and 

aesthetic reasoning alone but also from dialogue and user input. The purpose of 

Affective Mapping 1 study was to investigate and better understand the mood, affect and 

emotion that are evoked from the artworks produced by our authored CAIS. The goal of 

this study works towards the second objective of our research; to begin to gain insight 

into the role of affect in UX Design of CAIS. The method used in this study included an 

online survey. This chapter addresses Research Question 1, which is, how is it possible 

to integrate the notion of affect within the cognitive model of CAIS? 

We decided on a mixed methods approach; the collection of both quantitative 

and qualitative data (Crewel, 2003). Affective Mapping Study 1 takes a quantitative 

approach and begins with a broad survey in order to generalize results to a population. 

Affective Mapping Study 2 focuses more specifically on the qualitative aspect. This study 

employs semi-structured, open-ended interviews to collect detailed views from 

participants. The collection of diverse data types provided a better overarching grasp of 

the research goals. 

Both these studies used modules from our lab’s large and multifaceted CAIS 
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system. One module used extensively in this work is ePainterly, which takes source 

photography and filters it through computer modelled art techniques using algorithmic, 

image processing and Perlin noise sub-modules to generate colour palette, stroking and 

style techniques that are associated with modern art painting. The system is written in 

the Lua programming language and is an extension to our lab’s major cognitive painting 

system Painterly (DiPaola, 2009, 2013, 2014), which models the cognitive processes of 

artists based on years of research in this area. 

5.1. Participants 

There were a total of 30 adult participants (11 male, 19 female) recruited for 

Affective Mapping Study 1. All participants were from Vancouver, British Columbia, 

Canada. The participants’ ages ranged from 20 to 45 with varied occupations and 

professionals in different fields (e.g., college students, educators, directors, designers, 

administrative assistants, marketers, financial representatives, healthcare professionals). 

We also considered participants from a wide range of ethnic groups (e.g., Asian, Middle 

Eastern, Caucasian, Hispanic, African) due to our awareness of colour perception in 

different cultures. The recruitment strategy included word of mouth and already 

established relationships. We purposely recruited within a wide age and occupational 

range so the results would be more generalizable. Study two also aimed at broad 

representation. 

5.2.  Method 

In this study our focus was on affective assessment. Here we take as inspiration 

the works of Rosalind Picard's work on affective learning (Kort et al., 2001) that propose 

an emotional model built on Russell's circumplex model of affect that builds off of 

Sundstrom, Stahl and Hook's emotional mobile messaging (2007) work which maps that 

model to a palette (Figure 4). Russell's proposed circumplex model categorizes 

emotions by two axes of arousal and valence. Arousal represents the energy and 

activation of an emotion including high (positive arousal) and low (negative arousal). 

Valence describes the pleasure (positive valence) and displeasure (negative valence) of 
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emotions (Russell, 1980). This model was also used for the emotional assessment in 

Affective Mapping Study 2. The following 12 emotions in 4 different categories were 

chosen for the study (3 from each quadrant of Russell’s model): Quadrant 1 (excited, 

delighted, happy)- Quadrant 2 (satisfied, relaxed, calm) – Quadrant 3 (tired, bored, sad) 

– Quadrant 4 (frustrated, angry and afraid). These 12 emotions best represented the 

range we were interested in identifying in our CAIS.  

 

Figure 4: Adapted Russell’s circumplex model of affect and Sundstrom, et al. 
eMoto colour mapping for our Study purpose. 

5.2.1. Survey  

We ran a total of 3 online surveys, created and hosted on Google Docs Form 
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platform and were completed online via a web link. Each survey included 10 images 

each (10 painterly recipes) with different seed files (Figure 5). We wanted to confirm that 

each recipe (ie. painting instruction script) within our system regardless of the subject 

matter (abstract or figurative) would trigger and arouse the same feeling and emotion in 

our subjects. Each script or as we refer to as ‘recipe’ produced by our CAIS’s ePainterly 

has several lines of calls to create different hierarchical layers of colour palette, stroke 

and style deviations. The recipes have archaic names like ‘P12P32’ based on the calling 

script to ePainterly. These particular 10 recipes chosen for the study were selected from 

a large database of many output (scripts) produced by our system. We believed that 

these 10 showcased a wide range of visual attributes based on our visual art and design 

expertise and earlier pilot study. It was also important for our study to be non-content 

specific due to the results from our earlier pilot study where participants were mapping 

emotions based on a facial expression and the pose of the subject in the photos. We 

wanted to de-couple the content from the influence of visual attributes on mood. Our 

goal was to solely concentrate on the visual attributes: the mapping of the palette, 

brushstroke and texture unique to a particular emotional space. 

Each survey was 6 minutes long (35s per photo) and participants had the option 

of choosing a primary emotion and also secondary emotion (Figure 6) that they thought 

best matched each image. We allowed for two emotions because “humans rarely 

associate definitive emotion with pictures and believe that great works of art evoke a mix 

of emotions” (Joshi et al. 2011). We provided the participants with categories that are not 

completely independent, where the primary and secondary options allow them to define 

a space and correlation between 2 different emotions. The order of the 10 images was 

randomized between the 3 surveys to avoid bias.  
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Figure 5: 10 painterly recipes using 3 different image sources for each survey. 
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Figure 6: screen-shot of the online survey study. For additional examples see the 
Appendix. 

5.3. Data Analysis 

The data from the surveys were automatically collected and analyzed in Google 

Sheets, which were exported as Excel files for calculation and documentation purposes. 

Real-time response result charts were also available in the Google Forms application 

(Figure 7).  
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Figure 7: An example of an automatic charts created in Google Forms based on 
Survey results. 

5.4. Results 

The result of the study provided us with data to inform and define various spaces 

within the ePainterly environment (Table 1). The survey identified corresponding 

emotions selected by the majority of viewers of the various artwork scripts or recipes 

produced by ePainterly. In our synthesis we were able to identify recipes within each 

quadrant. Four works in particular were the most commonly selected by our participants. 

Table 1 represents the analysis of data from the three surveys. Each column 

refers to the results from that specific content (image) and each row indicates each 

recipe (painting instruction). The four colours represent the four quadrants of emotion. 

The first row in each section showcases the painting recipe that was most selected by 

the participants through their primary and secondary selection within each quadrant. The 

numbers refer to the number of participants out of 30. The number of participants’ 

primary choice of emotion for each recipe is presented by P and their secondary choice 

by S. The percentage indicates the average number of participant's primary selection 

through all three surveys in total per each recipe. 
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Table 1: Summary of results from the Affective Mapping 1 survey. 
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Figure 8: Visual Map of our survey results. 

 

We also visually mapped the placement of these recipes within Russell’s 

Affective Model (Figure 8) to document the varying degrees of the emotions portrayed by 

each image. We designated a space for each recipe based on the result of primary and 

secondary tagged emotions. 

After further examination of our survey results (Figure 8) the findings can be 

summarized into the following quadrants based on visual attributes and the most 

selected corresponding recipe (the extreme 4).  

Quadrant 1 (Figure 9) - Excited, Delighted, Happy (Recipe P12P33) 
 

• Palette: bright pink, red 
• Brush Stroke & Texture: high pigmented, defined, contrasting, bold (Chiaroscuro, 

opaque) 
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Figure 9: Recipe P12P33 ‘happy’. 

Quadrant 2 (Figure 10) - Satisfied, Relaxed, Calm (Recipe P12P12) 
• Palette: deep and light green  
• Brush Stroke & Texture: soft texture, blurred, informal (hatching, glaze) 
 

 
Figure 10: Recipe P12P12 ‘calm’. 

Quadrant 3 (Figure 11) - Tired, Bored, Sad (Recipe A06) 

• Palette: soft purple, pink, navy blue 
• Brush Stroke: blended, transparent, soft (scumbling, glaze) 
 

Figure 11: Recipe A06 ‘sad’ 
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Quadrant 4 (Figure 12) - Frustrated, Angry, Afraid (Recipe A07) 
• Palette: deep purple, magenta 
• Brush Stroke: swirly, intensified, saturated, bold (opaque) 

 

 
Figure 12: Recipe A07 ‘afraid’. 

5.5. Discussion 

The results suggest that there is a strong relationship between palette and 

emotion, which were agreeable with the works of Sundstrom, Stahl and Hook's eMoto 

colour mapping (2007). As outlined above, warmer colours were associated with high 

arousal emotions (happy and fearful), while cool and neutral colours were linked to low 

arousal emotions (calm and sad). It was also evident that the participants’ choice of 

primary and secondary emotions generally remained within the same quadrant of affect. 

This confirmed that each recipe (painting instructions) provoked similar emotional 

responses in participants.  

Through this study we were able to identify four recipes (P12P33, P12P12, A06, 

A07) that best represented the emotional state in each quadrant of affect. However, we 

believed that it was important to validate these four recipes and to gain a better 

understanding of participants’ decision factors in the mapping process. Therefore, we 

designed and conducted a secondary study that was specific and targeted to these four 

affective/emotional recipes and included a qualitative portion that provided us access to 

participants’ thoughts and ideas.  This is described in subsequent chapters. 
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5.6. Summary 

This chapter provided a detailed overview of affective mapping study 1. The 

second affective mapping study followed a similar methodology and execution as the 

studies are closely aligned in objectives. There were some modifications in method to 

adapt to specific needs, specified in the next chapter.  

In this chapter, we also outlined the results from this study with a focus on the 

four identified emotional recipes and their visual attributes selected by the majority of 

participants in each quadrant of circumplex model of affect. In the following chapter we 

continue to investigate and validate these findings (identified recipes) through a 

secondary study with an emphasis on UX and emotional self-assessment. 
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Chapter 6. Affective Mapping Study 2 

This chapter provides a detailed overview of the methods, data collection, and 

method of analysis used in the Affective Mapping Study 2. The goal of this study is to 

validate the results from our first Affective Mapping study. Due to the strong overarching 

focus of this research on UX and the applications of interactive CAIS modules within 

various domains, we wanted to confirm our findings (recipes to emotional mappings) 

through an individual self-portraiture emotional assessment. This study evaluates our 

system by emphasizing the mapping of the four identified recipes to the appropriate 

emotional space through exploring the personalization of the source images, 

participants’ portraits and emotional characteristics. The participants in this study 

evaluated their own self-portraits to ensure that the results (recipes) from Affective 

Mapping 1 remained true through an emotional self-identification. This study also directly 

maps to the first research objective and Research Question 1 - How is it possible to 

integrate the notion of affect within the cognitive model of CAIS?  

6.1. Participants 

This study included a total of 20 participants (10 male and 10 female) between 

the ages 20-45. These participants were not involved in our first study.  They were all 

from Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada with varying occupations (e.g., designers, 

artists, college students, educators, architects, researchers, administrative assistants, 

directors, engineers, healthcare professionals). A total of 6 participants of the 20 were 

from our lab (iVizLab) but they only had slight familiarity with the ePainterly’s aesthetic 

output as generative artwork and not with its process or use in emotional effectiveness. 

None of the participants had any experience using or coding the system. All participants 

were recruited through word of mouth and already established relationships. As 

mentioned earlier, similar to Affective Mapping Study 1, we purposely recruited 
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participants from wide range of ages, occupations and ethnicities. This was to ensure 

the results of the study would be widely generalizable.   

6.2. Method 

This study contained two parts: the emotional matching of self-portraits and semi-

structured interviews. 

6.2.1. Emotional Matching 

Each participant using our interactive CAIS had their portraits taken. This photo 

was then processed through our ePainterly module and evolved in our system based on 

the four identified recipes found as a result of our first study (Quadrant 1: P12P33; 

Quadrant 2: P12P12; Quadrant 3: A06; Quadrant 4: A07). These four evolved art 

portraits (Figure 13) representing the different emotions (palette, brush stroke, texture) 

were then shown to each participant in an one-on-one session at high resolution to self 

assess and match their portraits with different quadrant of emotions based on Russell’s 

circumplex of affect (Figure 13). Each participant only evaluated art from their portrait. 

The purpose of this study was to affirm that our four CAIS emotional recipes (from study 

1 based on non-content specific artwork) matched with the study 2 participant’s 

emotional evaluation of their own self-portraits. Every participant took about 3-5 minutes 

to examine each of their 4 portraits in high-resolution / full display size and after 

proceeded in matching each photo to the different emotional category provided without 

repeating.  
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Figure 13: Example of an emotional matching of self-portraits (P2, Matching). For 
additional examples see the Appendix. 

6.2.2. Semi-structured Interviews 

After the participants completed the matching they completed a semi-structured 

interview that lasted 10-15 min. Questions included the following (see appendix for full 

details): 

1. General Feedback: Tell me about your reaction to the portraits. How does it 
feel to look at your-self in these generated images?  

2. Can you explain why you selected the corresponding emotional category for 
each portrait? 

3. Which portrait is your favourite? Why? 
4. Which portrait do you most relate to right now? Why? 

6.3. Data Analysis 

The emotional matching were saved in screen shots after each session and then 

analyzed through calculating the percentage of how many participants correctly matched 

each portrait (recipe) to its corresponding emotional category (Russell’s Quadrant of 

Affect). 

All interviews were then recorded through typed and hand-written notes and 
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summarized after each session. All the qualitative data was then analyzed through open 

coding (Strauss & Corbin, 1998), the process of discovering keywords and concepts to 

depict text and reveal the participants’ ideas. Rather than using preconceived 

categories, we found themes and issues that recur in the data. We looked for patterns 

and consistencies across all data and organized the information by identifying 

commonalities, which were then grouped into coherent categories. This included 

reviewing the emotional matching exercise completed by each participant and their 

interview session simultaneously and extracting quotes that supported the reasoning 

behind each of their selections. We assigned key words such as 'bright', ‘dark’, ‘warm’ or 

'swirls' and placed relevant quotes and ideas under each theme (e.g. intensity of swirls; 

smooth swirls provoked positive emotions). Afterwards, we explored the connections 

and relationships between our main categories and sub-categories. We discovered 

larger concepts that encompassed some of the more specific ideas. This was done by 

grouping and organizing the text into similar domains, by putting the participants’ 

comments into a spreadsheet with their assigned codes and then going line by line 

grouping codes into categories related to each recipe (e.g., aesthetic (colours, lighting, 

brush strokes and textures), essence (mood and emotions), etc.). These themes are 

discussed in the next section. 

6.4. Results  

The findings from the Emotional Matching portion of the study validated our 

emotional recipes identified in the first Affective Mapping study. The majority of our 

participants, 85%, matched the correct recipe (generated self-portrait) to the 

corresponding emotional quadrant 2 and 4 and 80% to quadrant 1 and 2 (Table 2). 

Table 2 represents the Emotional Matching results. Each row refers to the specific 

quadrant of affect and the percentage indicates the number of participants who matched 

the corresponding portrait to its emotional category. Several participants (3/20) 

mismatched the calm Q2 with sad Q3 category and (3/20) mismatched the happy Q1 

with afraid Q4. These were due to the similarity in brush strokes and texture between 

calm Q2 and sad Q3 recipes and also the colourful and vibrant nature of happy Q1 and 

afraid Q4 recipes. 
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Table 2: Summary of results from the Affective Mapping 2 emotional matching. 

 

The results from the interview provided supporting evidence, which revealed 

participants’ thoughts and addressed their decision-making process in an in-depth 

fashion. The strong agreement in the findings, supports that the participants’ responses 

were not biased, due to the open-ended nature of the interview questions. The following 

themes were emerged from the analysis of the interview results: 

6.4.1. Essence  

The participants found that the portraits were striking, unexpected and at the 

same time strange to look at. They felt that each portrait expressed and brought out their 

essence in a different way.  

"When I saw the portraits, I was amazed at what I saw, they are beautiful, 
striking and intense, I am full of emotion. I thought to myself, is that me?" 
(P2, Interview) 

"They are unexpected, like an abstracted version of me" (P4, Interview) 

"The longer I look at them the more interesting they become, hard to 
recognize it as myself but the longer you stare and having to go through 
and assign qualitative emotion it becomes more interesting - I can relate 
to all of them, they are beautiful!” (P1, Interview)  
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"I can't believe it's my picture! I Love them. It's amazing how different 
colour tones and lighting can affect your emotions in different ways." (P3, 
Interview) 

"I was amazed with how my pictures could have evolved into different 
ones. I can recognize my picture but the facial features were changed 
dramatically depicting different emotions.  It was interesting how this was 
possible." (P5, interview) 

"The colour is the most powerful, I'm also drawn to the eyes" (P14, 
Interview) 

6.4.2. Aesthetic  

Participants were able to relate to all the portraits as they recognized the emotion 

that they evoked through the different palette, brushstrokes and texture. For instance 

15/20 participants selected the "Happy (P11P32)" as their favourite due to the energetic 

and positive emotion it triggered.  

“Happy (A) is my favourite because of the reds and warm colours and 
curved brush strokes and circular pattern! (P7, Interview) 

"Happy (A) is my favourite; the colours explode in there, out of the four its 
the more uplifting and has the brightest palette, the composition has more 
calmer swirls and the eyes are most distinguishable (more defined eye 
shape, which looks more like a person)" (P1, Interview) 

“My favourite one is Happy (A), because of the pink, purple and blue 
tones make me feel happy” (P16, Interview) 

“Happy (A) is my favourite because it’s the most energetic (you can feel 
the mood and emotion through the brush strokes” (P11, Interview) 

"Picture (A) brings the essence and life to my picture” (P20, Interview) 

6.4.3. Expression  

We also learned that eyes were an important factor for our participants in 

identifying the emotion provoked in each portrait. For example the fearful portrait was 

tagged mainly due to the expression of the eyes. 
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“I tagged D as the most fearful because the eyes are the darkest, the 
chaotic spirals, agitated and upsetting swirls, frenetic strokes (its like a 
photo of a ghost)" (P4, Interview) 

"The lack of eyes is so scary in D, I’ve never seen myself like that" (P13, 
Interview) 

“D is the most fearful because of the un-human nature of it – it portrays 
anxiety" (P10, Interview) 

6.5. Discussion 

This study validated the findings from the first study (identified recipes) through 

emotional matching and semi-structured interviews with an emphasis on UX and 

emotional self-assessment. The majority of our participants (82.5%) matched the correct 

recipe (generated self-portrait) to the one of the four corresponding emotional quadrants. 

This emotional self-assessment of portraits told a more personalized reflection and story 

from participants, which strengthened the objectives and goals of both of our studies. 

More specifically, the results from this study reveal that palette and saturation 

conveyed a greater emotional impact and were the most significant decision factors for 

participants in the Emotional Mapping. The participants associated lighter colours with 

positive and darker colours with negative emotion. They tagged warm palette as more 

intense (happy & afraid), while cool colours as mild (calm & sad). Texture and tension 

were also decision factors as they communicated emotion through exaggeration of 

forms, and stroke style. The participants paid close attention to the intensity of brush 

strokes; tagging smooth swirls as positive and short, interrupted strokes as negative.  

One constraint of this study was the awareness in the level of artistic shape 

distortion in the original participants’ photos (perceived as facial expression), which 

made it hard for them to recognize themselves. Some found it challenging to de-couple 

their facial expression (smile) from the overall mood represented (background). We will 

address this in the application and future design of our interactive CAIS.  
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Since a majority of our participants matched the correct recipe (generated self-

portrait) to the corresponding emotional quadrant this is strong validation that user 

emotion or affect can be reliably used as a core UX principle within CAIS applications.  

Therefore our intertwined Affective Mapping studies addressed and validated that 

subjectivity through our participants before integrating the model into our system. The 

results of these studies allowed affect to be a main UX approach in designing our four  

interactive experiences within several domains and applications. The chapters 7-10 lead 

to showing the wide useful application space for Affective CAIS UX. Based on our 4 

applications and the knowledge we have gained from researching, conceptualizing, 

prototyping and collaborating with various expertise in those fields and our users – we 

provide recommendations in chapter 11. 

6.6. Summary 

 In summary, this chapter presented an overview of second affective mapping study’s 

recruitment strategy, methodology and data collection and analysis method. The semi-

structured interviews in this study allowed for a better and deeper understanding of the 

participant’s emotions and thoughts by encouraging informal conversation and adapting 

questions according to the situation. 

Based on our findings from this study, that is that the majority of our participants 

(82.5%) matched the correct recipe (generated self-portrait) to the corresponding 

emotional quadrant, it is evident that our identified four recipes in Affective Mapping 

Study 1 have confirmed and captured the intended affect and mood In the following 

chapters we will discuss how these studies have informed our approach in designing 

interactive experiences within several domains and applications. 
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Chapter 7.  
Affective CAIS Application: Interactive Art  

Our Affective Mapping studies (Salevati & DiPaola, 2015a) have confirmed our 

approach to designing interactive affective CAIS experiences where emotion is an active 

parameter within several domains and applications. These include interactive art 

installation, experiential learning in museums (art education), health & well-being and 

movement/performance visualization. The design of such systems has to act as both a 

support tool engaging some cognitive load of creativity as well as a poetic and intuitive 

UX that evokes reflection through interaction. We strived to design systems that facilitate 

communication by establishing a dialogue that supports affective knowledge exchange 

in a non-linear interactive experience. This promotes collaboration and active 

participation between user and the CAIS based on emotional mindfulness. This chapter 

corresponds to Research Question 2 – how can affective CAIS support the intuitive flow 

of knowledge from their collaborators through UX strategies. It also addresses the third 

research objective in exploring the adaptability of affective CAIS within real-world 

scenarios such as the interactive art domain.  

The following chapters specifically address affective CAIS as a new kind of 

authoring or interactive tool that can not only enhance creativity and encourage new 

collaborative practices but can also adopt aspects of affect and emotions that are 

aroused from the artworks produced. Affective CAIS refers to creative AI system, which 

either responds to an emotional input, using emotion within its AI modeling or creates 

output that can emotionally affect the user – or a combination of both. Our research aims 

to grow the ‘artist's creative model’ of our CAIS system by understanding the mood and 

emotion that artist/users intend to portray in an artwork. This encourages new 

collaborative practices by creating a dialogue between the system and the users, where 

they can intuitively share and exchange knowledge, evolve their creative process and 

guide their artwork through an emotional space. This allows the user of such system to 
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be a simultaneous participant and observer in an on-going collaborative conversation. 

However, this is a new areas of research with much uncharted territory from a best 

practise standpoint. To begin to address this we have conducted and reported on two 

user studies to understand and validate the mood, affect and emotions evoked from 

viewing the generated artworks produced by our CAIS. Our two affective mapping 

studies have provided us with data to inform and define various emotional spaces within 

our CAIS environment according to the results associated with a known psychological 

emotional based circumplex model. The studies identified corresponding emotions 

selected by a majority of viewers of the artwork and painting recipes produced by our 

CAIS regardless of the source. This supports the contention that our painterly recipes, 

regardless of the source image being painted upon, evoke similar emotions in a 

universal way, making them useful as an emotional tool for our application space. In this 

work we are focusing on emotion as an expression, not something we want to recognize 

automatically but something our viewers/users explicitly communicate with our system in 

the moment of interaction: the user experience (UX), an active construction and intuitive 

flow of real-time knowledge that is reciprocated between our system and users based on 

affect (Salevati & DiPaola, 2015a).  

7.1. Affective CAIS: ‘ePainterly’ 

We explored the application the Affective CAIS module ‘ePainterly’ within various 

domains. This module is a creativity based computational painting system with many 

authored control structures including an AI based automatic multi-objective genetic 

algorithm. This module builds on an existing cognitive CAIS, ‘Painterly’ based NPR 

toolkit for the function of genotype-to-phenotype renderer.  

This module leverages our lab’s expertise in algorithmic non-photorealistic 

rendering to render the vector-based semantic representation of visuals, first into an 

intermediate stroke/media-based representation then into a displayable bitmap of the 

desired resolution, according to a set of stylistic and expressive parameters. Painterly is 

a sophisticated set of algorithms, which renders from source material using intelligent 

algorithms informed by human artistic practice and human cognition/perception 

(DiPaola, Riebe & Enns, 2010; DiPaola, 2009; DiPaola, 2007). The new module adapts 
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elements from this toolkit to function within the integrated system, with further 

development informed by the emotional model based on the studies. The Painterly code 

was modified to allow emotional expressive/stylistic parameters to be encoded and 

manipulated within the basic genetic encoding. 

In the following section we report on taking those evolved recipes that are most 

emotively receptive and categorizing them in our system based on the two affective 

mapping user studies on emotion reception to painterly output. We have added this 

additional module in our CAIS Painterly system and therefore refer to this updated 

module as ePainterly (e for emotion).  ePainterly takes source photography and filters it 

through computer modelled art techniques using algorithmic, image processing and 

Perlin noise sub-modules to generate colour palette, stroking and style techniques 

associated with modern art painting to affect emotional reception. Therefore the 

ePainterly module of our authored suite of CAIS tools adds repeatable/customizable 

emotional controls (as recipes validated in our studies) as well as an output rendering 

style that appears more hand painted in terms of stroke, style and color aesthetic 

variation. 

7.2. Interactive Art Installation: ‘Reflections of Essence’ 

Since our second affective mapping study, which investigated emotional self-

portraits was highly receptive aesthetically and commended by our participants, we 

adopted an interactive art installation piece, titled, ‘Reflections of Essence’ that was 

exhibited in the juried V&A Digital Futures in London, UK. 

‘Reflections of Essence’ (DiPaola, Salevati, 2015) intermingles within the 

disruptive themes of generative art (the system), body, embody and performance 

(interacting presence, façade and emotion, group interaction) and science and 

interdisciplinarity. Our affective CAIS looks deeply (with academic research on studies of 

art portraits, eye tracking, affect and emotion and texture and colour synthesis software) 

at the 2000 year old practice of fine art portrait painting and uses art styles, palette and 

artists’ cognitive creative processes from a known traditional and art generated art work 

to produce in software emotional user interactive controls. Our lab has several bodies of 
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research on this type of analysis in our past work on Rembrandt (DiPaola, et al, 2010), 

Picasso (DiPaola, Smith 2013) and Boccioni (DiPaola, Salevati, 2014). 

Traditional self-portraits celebrated individuality. Artists put themselves into their 

work and shared their essence and soul with posterity. Self-portraiture represents self-

indulgence, pride or self-mockery and the advertising of a new aesthetic (Woodall, 1997; 

DiPaola, 2005, 2007, 2009). They express a stage of the artist's life. Traces of emotions, 

mood and affect are portrayed through the colour palette, brush stroke and style 

(Woodall, 1997; DiPaola, 2005, 2007, 2009). Modern self-portraits known as "selfies" 

allow for expression of mood and sharing of experience. The selfie has become a part of 

our culture.  Selfies are a form of social interaction relying heavily on context and on-line 

existence. Self-captured images portray mood through facial expressions and pose, 

reinforcing an identity or personal image. Some researchers discuss selfies as an 

extension of modern narcissism - an inflated sense of self (Drexler, 2013). Our research 

focuses on the juxtaposition of selfIes with traditional self-portraits of the artist as a 

reflection of essence - a mirror of emotions that are explored through various attributes 

of painting. Self-portraits were once only reserved for the master painters like 

Rembrandt or Van Gogh but now selfies have become ubiquitous (DiPaola, 2010). 

Selfies echo the traditional self-portraits such as Van Gogh's series with less intensity 

due to its immediacy, nonetheless revealing the inner-self and emotions to the outside 

world in the most vivid way. Selfies are casual, improvised and quick and their main 

purpose is to be shared on a social network. However their spontaneity does not 

minimize their value, expression of affect and ability to communicate the self. They may 

be instant but their existence is lived and distributed. 

In our work in progress interactive art installation we use the ePainterly system to 

take as source a photo in front of our digital canvas and through audience's selection of 

an emotion (how they feel) create and explore a new generated artwork (Figure 14). This 

photograph as source is evolved into a final art portrait work that uses the rules, styles 

and elements from our CAIS ePainterly module (as well as our lab’s on going research 

in historical art styles) and maps different texture, brush stroke styles and palette to the 

various emotion based on our studies. This is an open research area, so understanding 

the right mix of templatizing to be able to create something of worth versus a full 
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interactive control for experiencing the process in a personal way requires several 

iterations. We do not want to reduce the viewer’s experience into a few variables or 

simple templates of styles, but instead use the more open and human sense of emotion 

as the core of what humans are and how we experience the world. All aspects of the 

final images from our interactive are created generatively with texture synthesis, 

cognitive synthesis (using the palette and rules of portrait painting algorithms) as well as 

results validated from our two emotional mapping studies (the identified 4 recipes in 

each quadrant of Russell’s model of Affect).  

Figure 14: Examples of generated portraits through Reflections of Essence. 

7.3. UX Implications 

Our focus with this installation was on the UX and the emotional journey while 

interacting with an interactive art piece and involving our users/viewers in the meaning 

making process. Interactive experience is comprised of both physical and psychological 

interactions in a feedback loop, which involves collaboration or exchange (Polaine, 

2005). We believe that our installation supports interactivity and engagement through 

principles of narrative situated in our design. Such principles include, entry point 

(capturing the audience’s attention), physical interactivity (affordance to interact with the 
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system), shareability (being able to exhibit an exploration of particular art style and the 

ability to share portraits with friends), and spontaneity and playfulness (the element of 

surprise of the various output). We believe that the immersive quality of interactivity as 

being similar to conventional narratives that mask the structure of the story (plot, 

characterization, dramatic turning points) by using that very structure to create emotional 

hooks on which to hang our disbelief (Polaine, 2005). Reflections of Essence does not 

directly tell the audience a story, but implies that one exists, encouraging each individual 

visitor to interact and interpret emotional and aesthetic concepts and develop their own 

understandings through personalized experience. This promotes engagement by 

providing the audience with a means to create different narrative through exploring their 

portrait paintings based on particular emotions. This spiral of experiencing, reflecting and 

making provides a participatory platform for co-creation of ideas, which is visitor focused, 

open-ended and prepares the viewer for broader, richer experiences. 

The ‘Reflection of Essence’ exhibition consisted of two screens (Figure 15): 

Screen1 displayed the participant’s interaction as they explore the system, where their 

photo takes the main frame amongst the past portraits and evolves into a portrait style. It 

remains in the large frame until another participant begins to interact with our system. 

Screen 2 displays a pre-made movie showing a range of emotions to engage the 

audience while they wait for their portraits to evolve. This fosters the flow state through a 

holistic perspective that considers the whole experience not a single interaction, 

exploring the different experience of fluidity, which together contributes to the 

overarching theme and story, providing stimulation and continuity of experience.  

The interactive component (Figure 16) invites participants to engage by first 

entering their name and email. They then select an emotion that they want to explore, a 

photo of the viewer is then taken and then processing occurs and a portrait style is made 

based on emotional input. The created portraits are then emailed to the participant to 

promote sharability (sharing on social media) of the experience. As an update to the 

system, we are investigating the possibility of using the user’s mobile device as well as 

biosensing emotion via a number of our lab’s sensing devices including video based 

face emotional recognition (Fraunhofer Shore) and EMG (Emotiv & Bitalino). 
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Many possibilities of the Reflections of Essence installation can be explored, 

because of the fact that we wrote our own software and can vary the different display 

outputs and GUIs of the work. We favour site-specific work and working with a curator, 

for instance (Figure 17) a high level version of this work can be setup where there are 

two (far left and right) interacting viewers inputting their emotions – portraits, with an 

audience watching those interacting and a row of output and using their mobile devices 

affecting how these two portraits change into each other over a row of fine art paintings. 

This option brings audience interaction into the work. A prototype version of additional 

setup of the work has also been accepted (juried) in to the EVA 2015 conference at the 

British Computer Society in London, UK (Salevati & DiPaola, 2015a). 

 

Figure 15: The ‘Reflection of Essence’ installation on 2 screens (40”x30”) within 
the exhibition. 
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Figure 16: The ‘Reflections of Essence’ system. 

 

Figure 17: A representation of ‘Reflections of Essence’ based on shared 
experience. 
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7.4. Limitations 

The limitations of the Reflection of Essence installation include the 

undisclosed creative process on how these portraits were generated by the CAIS 

system. This raised curiosity in participants about the aesthetic differences 

between the portraits and how they were mapped to a particular emotion. The 

abstraction, however, was intentional to leave room for interpretation and provide 

freedom and flexibility for viewers to formulate their own meaning and to reflect 

on their portraits. 

Also some participants expressed their dissatisfaction with the result of 

their generated portraits. They believed that the portraits were not visually 

pleasing and/or appropriately represented them. This subjectivity is present in all 

art and is purely centered around the viewer's aesthetic judgment and 

preference. 

 

7.5. Summary 

This chapter presents the evolution of a new version of our CAIS system 

ePainterly based on our two intertwined affective mapping studies that appear to support 

the viewers of the generated art from our CAIS. From that study viewers agree to a high 

degree on a specific mood the output conveyed from our four emotional spaces 

regardless of the source material: abstract, figurative or their self-portrait.  This 

interactive art setup (a vertical application of our CAIS) now incorporates an emotional 

cognitive model with defined affective space (visual characteristic scripts). This verifies 

the notion that ePainterly can automatically generate unique artworks or aesthetic 

visualizations that are deemed creative and have emotional qualities, which will benefit 

many interactive fields. 
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We demonstrated the application of the ePainterly as a portraiture system 

through an interactive art installation piece, Reflections of Essence, which was 

showcased in V&A Digital Futures in London (DiPaola & Salevati, 2015). Reflection of 

Essence explores the design of our system through UX strategies that promote 

engagement, provoke thought and exploration, and induce a state of enjoyment through 

an emotionally personalized narrative. The use of affective CAIS in interactive systems 

is still an emerging area, with our installation described in this chapter we hope to begin 

to define affective design parameters and demonstrate effectiveness in this new evolving 

field of research.  The following chapters will investigate various versions of this system 

within more practical domains such as art education (experiential learning in museums), 

health & well-being (art therapy) and movement/performance visualization (dancing). 
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Chapter 8.  
Affective CAIS Application: Art Education  

We have explored our affective CAIS, ‘ePainterly’ within the Art Education 

domain to enhance the traditional museum viewer experience by constructing an 

interactive exhibition piece where viewers can emotionally experience the act of creating 

a fine art painting (Salevati & DiPaola, 2015b). Through our interactive affective CAIS 

module ePainterly, which generates art portraiture, we attempt to recognize what our 

users are experiencing (emotionally) when they view art work by considering their 

emotional responses in creating and evolving their portrait painting and using that as 

input within our system. Ultimately we hope that our affective CAIS system can bring 

unique learning tools to art education and appreciation by focusing on affect as one of 

the main elements within the interaction.  In this understanding, emotion is constructed, 

interpreted and given meaning in a dialogue between the user and the generated art of 

the system, or between many art viewing users through a system. This affective CAIS 

application addresses Research Question 3 and the third research objective of this 

dissertation, exploring the ways affective CAIS can facilitate the exploration, education 

and creation of visual art and design within various practical fields such as art education.  

We address how our CAIS tools not only facilitate and enhance the 

understanding of a creative process of an artist but also adopt aspects of affect and 

emotions that are aroused from viewing the artwork. Our aim with our studies was to 

grow the knowledge and cognitive model of our affective CAIS module ePainterly that 

currently has aesthetic reasoning based on artist's creative processes to 

explore/understand the mood and emotion that artist/users intend to portray in a 

produced artwork. This encourages new collaborative practices that allow for users to 

create a dialogue between the system where users can intuitively share and exchange 

real-time knowledge, evolve their creative process and guide their artwork through an 

emotional space (Salevati & DiPaola, 2015b).  
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This was investigated in our earlier work (DiPaola & Salevati, 2014), where we 

explored elements of the Futurist art master Umberto Boccioni’s paintings. These works 

were analyzed and inputted into the our CAIS, and a viewer/interactor created many 

evolved new versions to explore/understand the underpinnings of the work through an 

experiential creation process (DiPaola & Salevati, 2014; DiPaola et.al., 2013). The 

process brings into focus the role of the artist and designer as actor/agent working within 

cross flows of knowledge, perception and information. Hopefully, this allows them to be a 

simultaneous participant and observer in an ongoing collaborative conversation. We 

have begun to deconstruct the artwork as segmented rules, shapes and styles within our 

ongoing ePainterly as an organism that can grow and evolve within each state of its 

development. The affective CAIS attempts to be a unique learning tool where museum 

viewers can use our interactive portraiture system to experientially explore the creation 

of a body of work through investigating texture, palette and brush strokes in general and 

through various user emotions. 

8.1. Active Participation in Learning 

Active participation is one of the most fundamental principles of learning and 

education theory. According to Dewey we learn best by doing, and it is simply insufficient 

to provide viewers only with materials to look at (Dewey, 2003). The European Union 

has also published a work called “LifeLong Museum Learning: European Handbook,” 

which discusses constructivist theory as the desired model for museum education 

programs.  This work encourages the involvement of visitors within various activities, 

such as making artworks and objects, theatre, role-playing and performance based 

activities (Gibbs et.al., 2000). It is also evident that such museum programs and 

activities are mainly geared towards children, young adults and students rather than the 

general public.  

Researchers investigating contemporary learning in museums claim that learning 

is enhanced when humans participate in interactive experiences (Allen, 2004; Birchfield 

et.al., 2008). Experiential Learning Theory (ELT) indicates that learning happens through 

a process of grasping concrete experiences and abstract concepts and transforming 

them through active experimentation or reflective observation (Kolb, et.al., 2001). 
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Recently ELT has intersected with integrated learning theory, which conceives learning 

as a “spiral” of experiencing, reflecting, thinking, and acting in active response to a 

learning situation (Kolb, et.al., 2001). Experiential and informal learning, in an interactive 

environment has the potential to be beneficial for the participant (i.e. the art 

learner/viewer) as they become engaged and their attention transforms into interest 

where knowledge transmission is facilitated and real learning takes place. Traditional 

museums and exhibitions of artwork can create reactions without full personal 

engagement and develop experiences not meaningful enough to capture visitors’ full 

attention and open up to further growth (Van Moer, et.al., 2008). Continued exploration 

results when human impulses and desires are recognized as motivating factors in an 

educational experience. 

Learning experiences within museums are often built on a wide range of 

materials, ideas and activities that surround the artwork rather than the materiality of the 

particular works (Deeth, 2013). What is significant and valuable to learning are the 

connections made by the audience and not just their direct exposure to the artwork 

alone. We also understand that visitors learning preferences and motivations for learning 

may vary, so we wanted to add to the museum environment a multimodal experience 

that is self-directed, customizable and caters to various learning styles simultaneously. 

Thus, we wanted to propose a design of an interactive art education experience 

focusing primarily on this notion of active participation in the museum environment. Not 

only do we want our interactive experience to act as a supporting material but also to 

supply viewers with a wide range of experiences. Our ePainterly system invites visitors 

to participate in activities related to the exhibition theme, say Futurism or the colour 

palette and stroking style of Van Gogh, encouraging them to engage their imaginations 

in response to the ideas provoked in the exhibition through exploration of artist's creative 

process and the act of making an artwork in a specific style and mood. This add-on 

interactivity acts as a catalyst for learning by providing new experiences and creative 

challenges, enticing audiences to further engage in the materials/ideas presented as 

part of what the museum has to offer. It acts as an analyst and bridge to fully involve 

viewers with the presence of the artwork and the artist's intent in the art museum setting 

by allowing for a participatory dialogue. Through our proposed interactive system, we 
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want to encourage the viewers to explore a painting in depth and experiment by 

undertaking a personal journey and substantiating their personal narratives through 

emotional navigation in response to a selected artwork or art series.  

Incorporating affect and affinities within interactive experiences can be 

challenging as they need to be open-ended in order for the users to be able to 

orchestrate their own emotional experiences. Hence, we wanted to provide the visitors 

with an activity to construct their experience out of what is important and meaningful to 

them, allowing for that personal encounter. Not only to capture their attention but also to 

engage them through a tool that stimulates and improves the inquiry cycle and sustains 

them both cognitively and emotionally.  

8.2. Interactive Experience 

8.2.1. Exploration: Futurism 

Our previous interactive CAIS application within the art education domain used 

the Evolver system (DiPaola, et.al., 2013; DiPaola & Salevati, 2014) to explore the 

paintings of the Futurist artist, Umberto Boccioni. Our goal was to allow art viewers to 

become an active participant in the exploration and evolution of his work through an 

immersive environment where they not only experience the artist’s intent and creative 

process of the final artwork but also becomes a part of the dialogue by experiencing that 

style and era through their own interaction.  

The futurist movement began in the twentieth century and above all, it valued 

dynamic motion, speed and the efficiency of the machine. The aesthetic beauty of the 

machine was greatly embraced by the Futurists. They urged people to reject the past, to 

embrace the present and to draw inspiration from the increasing world of machines. 

They were determined to revolutionize artistic tradition. 

Italian painter and sculptor Umberto Boccioni is arguably one of the most 

renowned artists of the Futurist Movement. In 1910, Boccioni led the movement by 

promoting the representation of the symbols of modern technology — fury, force, and 
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flux (Coen & Boccioni, 1988; Boccioni, et al. 1968). He abstracted objects and figures 

thereby representing human drama in modern life, via an extremely powerful sense of 

speed, movement and force within the mechanical environment (Coen & Boccioni, 

1988). Boccioni was obsessed with capturing of the incessant flux of life in the motion of 

crowds, the fast pace of life in modern cities: their roaring airplanes, trains and cars 

sweeping through the landscape (Coen & Boccioni, 1988, Boccioni, et al. 1968). 

This test case investigated an experiential learning of art, which expanded 

possibilities into richer purposes and interests for an art audience. Through exploration, 

physical manipulation and experimentation, our system helps viewers learn about an art 

style by experientially ‘researching’ its highs, lows and boundaries through a creation 

process. Learning experiences are participatory rather than passive; Evolver facilitates 

the co-creation of ideas, which are driven by curiosity and sustained by engagement, 

inspiring viewers to explore content in a way that is most meaningful to them. They take 

an active role in determining the purpose and the nature of the activity.  

We analyzed and deconstructed Boccioni’s artwork (source painting) into 

segmented rules, shapes and styles (genes) within Evolver. This explored the 

generation of new artwork using AI based genetic algorithms where constraints are 

expressed as principles, rules and concepts related to visual organization of art and 

design compositions. These genes are then available to the viewer to evolve into 

different emerging new forms. This allows for a unique learning tool where student artists 

and museum viewers alike can use our interactive system to experientially explore the 

inner workings of a body of work by a master artist. Figure 18 shows a few of the 100s of 

genetically evolved output that our viewers created interactively through one of our CAIS 

module using computational crossover and mutation techniques on the vector based 

visuals. 

The process was still in its early stages but proved fruitful to our test subjects, 

who actively learned from the process and discussed notions of Boccioni’s techniques in 

ways that are more sophisticated after the interactive experience. More work on the 

cognitive process of Boccioni (or other artists / art era that we use) was needed, to 

parameterize deeper art processes into the CAIS system. With that in mind we used our 
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new work in cognitive correlates of art practice to experiment with a much more 

ambitious system that works not just with shapes, styles, colour and rules of a final 

Boccioni piece (i.e. Figure 18). Instead, it attempts to recreate the entire cognitive 

process. 

   

Figure 18: Elements (genes) of Boccioni’s ‘Charge of the Lancers’ evolved by a 
user who continuously re-mates populations via Evolver, exploring in depth the 
elements of the painting. 

We also further experimented by taking as source a sequence from a moving dancer, 

further simulating the cognitive process Boccioni might have used in creating the 

depiction of a moving soccer player (Figure 19). A dance video as source was evolved 

into a final still that uses the rules, styles and elements from Boccioni’s ‘Dynamism of a 

Soccer Player’ (hereafter “Soccer”). All aspects of this final image (Figure 19) were 

created generatively with texture synthesis (using the texture of “Soccer”), cognitive 

synthesis (using the palette and rules of “Soccer”) as well as other aspects. This 

exploration represents the possibility that new source material (not from the original 

“Soccer”) such as a viewer moving live in front of a camera could be used to 

experientially create/understand the process and ideas of Boccioni in terms of a sense of 

movement and force. More work is needed for stronger art/cognitive process for full art 

education/museum use.  
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Figure 19: New CAIS output created foreground automatically evolved from the 
new source dancer movement and the cognitive process, texture, and other 
elements of Boccioni's 'Dynamism of a Soccer Player'. 

We expanded on the early Evolver system to incorporate an affective model that 

we have validated through our studies. The section below discusses this improved 

model and the adaptation of our new system in the art education field more in-depth.  

8.2.2. Exploration: Portraiture 

We adapted our new affective system from the ‘Reflection of Essence’ Interactive 

Art Installation, which used photographs as source (e.g. headshots of users) to enhance 

mood, emotion and creativity through producing art portraits painting output that 

conveyed a certain mood to explore the experiential learning of art through personal 

emotions.  

This system used ePainterly along with our cognitive based painting algorithms 

(DiPaola, 2013) together with additional art analysis tools (i.e. texture and palette 

synthesis) to parameterize a generative artistic painting process based on mood and 

emotion. The original artwork or deconstructed seed “gene” objects fed into the system 

(DiPaola, et.al., 2010, DiPaola & Smith 2013)] are not a template or design schema, 
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rather pieces of knowledge (genes in evolutionary terms), content that can be 

fundamentally evolved through means of an interactive control. This exploration process 

through the rules, styles and visual objects of an artwork gives the audience/user an 

opportunity to explore the creation process of the artwork. Through our CAIS portrait 

system, the audience/user can exchange, manipulate and evolve the deconstructed 

seed forms, their photograph, based on emerging ways an artist might negotiate 

aesthetic elements within their work (Figure 20). By the selection of different emotions, 

our goal is to allow CAIS portrait systems to select an emotional space through the 

transfer of knowledge from the provided domain. Our CAIS environment simulates the 

more deeply human cognitive process by attempting to depict a still work, not from the 

visual elements segmented out of the historical canvas, but also from a new source, a 

photo portrait of a viewer in front of the digital canvas. 

 

Figure 20: A museum viewer approaches our system, has their portrait taken, then 
via emotional choices is able to explore the knowledge/experience space of fine 
art creation -- creating artwork through presence and emotion. 

The shift from a research based to a practical application of CAIS systems such 

as in museums requires attention to the collaboration and creative processes of the 

users (artists/viewers). The design of such systems needs to not only support their 

cognitive load of the process, but provide users with an engaging environment where 

their interaction with the system becomes transparent and provides a poetic experience 

that resonates immediately but allows for reflection and continues to inform later. It must 

have an essence; where it is meaningful yet not trying too hard – it needs to be intuitive. 

There is a fine balance between conveying art education, but yet providing the user with 

an exploration tool. Part of our research especially in the UX domain is to allow for both 

knowledge gathering (art education) and knowledge exploration. This shift of focus from 
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knowledge taxonomies to problem-solving situations provides a more engaging 

educational experience to visitors.   

8.3. UX Implications 

It is important to value the role of the human collaborator and user experience 

while working with computational creative systems and to create a dialogue between the 

system and the users that can intuitively share and transfer real-time knowledge and 

evolve their creative process. Some generative and AI systems value the final result 

over user input – meaning the interactive input of the users only minimally affects the 

final results. This problem is seen alot in early interactive systems. Our goal is to keep a 

high final output quality but assure that user participation is paramount to the process – 

without it, the reflection and personal experience aspects of education are diminished. In 

this way, the integration of user experience within computational creativity systems 

encourages new modes of creative practice where users remain fully engaged in their 

creative process and exercise their creativity through experiential learning, reflecting and 

creating. Such engagement can be explored through various modes of sensory input, 

new affordances, experiences, and interactions with the inclusion of embodiment and 

movement taking into consideration interactivity, engagement, collaboration & 

communication.  

Our adaptation of interactive affective CAIS within the art education domain 

explores new modes of engagement with art in traditional museums through various UX 

principles based on our earlier studies. It is an important goal to create harmony 

between the modalities of their interactive experience, from the initial encounter with the 

system to the final generated artwork they create (and explore). The system attempts to 

use user emotion as both a social embodied process in art and painting, as well as a 

notion of a traditional artist's expression and intent. We want to focus on the emotional 

journey while interacting with a generative art piece and involving our users/viewer in the 

meaning making process. This spiral of experiencing, reflecting and making provides a 

participatory platform for co-creation of ideas, which is visitor focused, open-ended and 

prepares the viewer for broader, richer, learning experiences. This user experience 

process, by exploring the various palette, brushstrokes and texture can add to the 
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traditional art viewing process. It does this  by providing the audience with an interactive 

experience to better understand and connect with the traditional painter’s possible 

authoring experience when they paint, or at least to personally experience the palette, 

brush stroke style, and other aesthetic choices of that artist (Figure 21, 22, 23). To share 

the emotion expressed and to understand the work, we need to see it from the 

perspective from which it was created. This experience of interacting with art creation 

allows the viewer to connect to a traditional painter’s creative process and their 

expressions through a shared meaning, allowing for a deeper personal appreciation of 

their work. 

Figure 21: Example of an exploration of palette and stroking style of the 
Impressionist era of Claude Monet’s “Sunset in Venice” 1908 using our Interactive 
affective CAIS through a personal portrait (right).   

Our proposed system also offers different levels of possible engagement as 

viewers can choose to step back and observe the interaction of others with the system 

or go through the archive of past evolved portraits. This allows for stimulation and 

continuity of experience through engagement with the past archived portraits that users 

have made, each tell a different but related story. They are also able to share their 

creations (digital portraits) with friends, which promotes the social component and 

shareability both in the museum and in a large social venue that can support trips to the 

museum. Working with the museum, there is a social media/viral marketing aspect 

where once set-up, users can email a URL of their portrait to others to share their 

experience, both branding the exhibition and inviting a larger community to come 

experience the work by visiting the museum. This experience also allows for personal 
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storytelling, where the viewer can formulate and develop their own narrative of their 

portrait through the selection of various emotions. Identity, like interest, develops through 

interaction. Both interest and identity develop in relation to available experiences and to 

how learners perceive, understand and represent these experiences. Our interactive 

process provides an environment where viewers become co-authors; through 

participating in the creation of the portrait, and personalization of the artwork based on 

their mood and emotion that only relates to them in that moment of interaction. This 

interaction enables viewers to learn by creating knowledge through experimentation and 

formation of purposes driven by their curiosity, interests and emotion, rather than simply 

transferring it.  

Figure 22: Example of an exploration of palette of the Post-Impressionism era of 
Vincent Van Gogh 1889 using our Interactive affective CAIS through a personal 
portrait (right). 

Interactive affective CAIS experience within a museum setting can potentially 

enrich viewers’ personal connections to the traditional artwork through the appreciation 

of not only its physicality; palette, brush stroke and texture but also its ecology, time, 

history, intricacies and its mood through an emotional navigation. The viewers can value 

and immerse in the artists’ creative process and weave a personal narrative based on 

their experimentation. Care and iterative design and refining cycles are needed to both 
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respect the traditional art and be able to explore/reflect on some aspects of that art via 

another (i.e. the viewers generated portrait) interactive medium.  

Figure 23: Example of an exploration of palette and stroking style of the Post-
Impressionism era of Vincent Van Gogh 1889 using our Interactive affective CAIS 
through a personal portrait (right). 

8.4. Limitations 

One of the limitations in integrating CAIS within the art education domain is the 

debate about the loss in the authenticity of masterpieces and artistic ownership.  Walter 

Benjamin discusses the notion of aura of the work of art withering due to mechanical 

reproduction, however, this has been reexamined in recent years (Benjamin, 1955). 

Digital reproduction of artwork can maintain an aura, through their connection back to 

the original physical piece (Frank, 1989). 

The manipulation of the original piece can be celebrated as a new form of art 

itself. CAIS in this new space is applied as a new medium to facilitate an embodied 

relationship between art and technology through the creation and exploration process. In 

concentrating in experiential learning of art through CAIS, a digitized medium, the viewer 
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embodied with the interface, that partially becomes transparent. This dynamic interplay 

has implications for definitions of interaction and for the relationship between viewer and 

the artist. Interactivity becomes possible only when images are used by participants to 

change, if not transform, the aim of their viewing experiences. This highlights the 

movement from one context to another, which does not reduce or alter the authenticity of 

a work of art, but enhances it, making it possible to learn the principles of  traditional 

artwork and sequentially discover artist's creative intend and process. This interactivity 

between authentic and manipulation of reproduced image drive the fascination human 

have with images they create. CAIS provides great opportunities for audience to extend 

or reconsider that meaning and communication through engaging them in a non-

traditional way within a museum setting. Still, care must be taken when we employ a 

new technology mediated process using CAIS for education, where developers and 

researchers carefully iterate CAIS designs and processes based on balancing 

pedagogical goals with user feedback to best navigate these boundaries. 

From an education perspective, CAIS can also diminish the role of an art 

educator or tour guide in museums. This is due to the self-directed nature of such 

systems, which disregards the social aspect. A significant consideration for the design of 

future CAIS in this domain includes the support of social learning through multi-user 

interaction. This allows for sharing of various perspectives, which encourages 

collaborative learning and promotes critical thinking. The integration of affective CAIS 

within museums is not to replace the traditional art education process but to add a new 

dimension to learning through experimentation. 

8.5. Summary 

This chapter reports on the adaptation of an interactive affective CAIS within the 

art education domain, specifically the experiential learning of art in museums. Through 

this application we promote engagement and active learning in museums by facilitating 

the audience’s understanding of how emotion and mood can affect the traditional artists’ 

creative process and their art through their own exploration of various affect while 

interacting with ePainterly system. Interactive and experiential learning in museums is 

beneficial for both the participant (the learner) and the experience provider (the 
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museum), as the visitors develop an emotional engagement and continue to share their 

reflections.  

In following chapters we refine and adapt this system in other domains (health & 

well-being and movement/performance visualization) and dig deeper into full body 

experiences, since emotion is a social and embodied process and there are multiple 

ways of expressing, sensing and feeling emotion such through movement. 
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Chapter 9.  
Affective CAIS Application: Health & Well-being  

We expanded our interactive affective CAIS within the health & well-being sector 

as we saw a great potential of its benefit in the therapeutic domain. In collaboration with 

Fraser Health Medicine Program and a design firm we investigated the conceptual 

design of adaptable therapeutic experience – an interactive evolving application and 

story using our affective CAIS to bring a refreshed perspective to the mission of healing 

(Salevati & DiPaola, 2015ab). We wanted to engage patients in a creative process to 

redirect their fear and anxiety through a positive distraction. This exploration addresses 

the third objective of this dissertation in investigating the integration of CAIS within health 

& well-being sector.  

As part of our six months NSERC ENGAGE funded research, we worked with 

our clients, a design group (Switch United) and a senior representative from Fraser 

Health unfamiliar with CAIS systems but looking for new innovative solutions. For the 

system development process we had several rounds of feedback sessions with our 

stakeholders, we did an in-depth domain research including an annotated bibliography, 

we proposed an initial concept, later to re-iterate and conclude our research project with 

a feature complete design concept ready for commercialization. Our proposed system 

promotes the act of creation and creativity as therapy and brings interactivity to the 

traditional nature of art therapy. Our interactive CAIS, which generates computer 

graphics based on art portraiture, tries to recognize what patients are experiencing 

(emotionally) when they view certain art work styles by considering their emotional 

responses in creating and evolving their portrait painting and using that as input within 

our system. Through the use of our interactive CAIS, patients are presented an affective 

visual sensory application that provides the calming stimuli that supports ‘healing.’ This 

encourages new collaborative practices that allow for patients to create a dialogue with 

the system that can intuitively, share and exchange real-time information and to guide 
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their artwork through an emotional space, redirecting anxiety and fear. Communication 

and behaviour are mediated through our proposed CAIS concept in an effort towards a 

faster and more positive journey back to wellness.  

In collaboration with Fraser Health Medicine Program and Switch United we 

explored the adaptation of our interactive CAIS application to propose a design concept 

of an adaptable therapeutic experience tailored to each specific requirement. Our 

ultimate focus was to use our system as a tool to redirect and/or control anxiety, stress 

and fear in an individual when engaging with health care service through positive stimuli. 

We investigated innovative UX techniques and CAIS to propose both a tool, and a place 

of mind, where people in the healthcare system – patients, staff and family – can use to 

decompress, regroup, and renew. Our intended system caters to the individual patient 

as a whole person, rather than as something to be fixed with the empathetic intention to 

improve healing—in body, mind and spirit.  

As a test case we specifically focused on strategies to facilitate and empower 

staff and patients with dementia through the design of interactive tools and technologies 

that supports patient-centred communication to reduce anxiety and fear through 

engagement. Dementia patients are often agitated and anxious due to depression and 

pain, unfamiliar environment, unmet needs and inability to communicate emotions. This 

makes it difficult for caregivers to establish a one on one relationship with such patients 

and engage them in a dialogue. Hence, there is a need for a communication bridge that 

reduces fear through mindfulness and trust. Through the use of digital technology and 

CAIS application we want to present Dementia patients with a multi-sensory (visual, 

auditory, tactile) application that provides the calming stimuli that supports ‘healing’; 

communication and behaviour are mediated resulting in a faster and more positive 

journey back to wellness.  

9.1. Patient-clinician Interaction 

The interpersonal relationship that clinicians and patients develop is defined by 

the way they interact with one another. The intimacy of emotions and the private sharing 

of information are built upon respect, open and honest communication, trust and 
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compassion (Choe, et al., 2010; MacLeod, et al., 2008). The clinical information 

exchange is multilayered and consists of seven fundamental components: building a 

trusting relationship, opening the discussion, gathering information, understanding the 

patient's perspective, sharing information, reaching agreement on problems and plans 

and providing closure (Choe, et al., 2010; MacLeod, et al., 2008, Ni, et al., 2011). 

Effective communication between patients and clinicians not only decreases 

unnecessary stress and treatment processes but also helps to build a trusting 

relationship and improve patients’ awareness of their health condition. This research 

focuses on strategies to facilitate and empower staff and patients with dementia through 

the design of interactive tools and technologies that supports patient-centered 

communication and reduces anxiety and fear through engagement. Valuable means of 

communication with patients enables clinicians to listen to the patients and to create a 

positive atmosphere to address their needs (Salevati, 2013). 

Quality medical care depends on effective communication between patients and 

health professionals and it is critical to understand the existing information flow and work 

habits including physical and personal communication. Our involvement with Fraser 

Health explored techniques that healthcare professionals currently practice to provide a 

calming experience for patients with dementia. This ensured that our proposed design 

concept was shaped to the needs, expectations and desires of both patients and 

healthcare professionals (Salevati, 2013). The following sections will describe the 

concept for an application for patients with Dementia. 

9.2. DeMEntia Application  

DeMEntia, is an application that combines our interactive affective CAIS with 

narrative and UX principals to reduce anxiety and fear by providing information that is 

transparent and easy to understand, facilitates interaction and reciprocity between 

clinicians and patients, and gives patients and their families control in managing their 

health. The concept of DeMEntia application was a creative and collaborative initiative 

as part of a NSERC Engage grant with Fraser Health and an industry partner Switch 

United creative firm. Within the initial phase of this research project, an in-depth 
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examination of literature was accompanied with several rounds of brainstorming 

sessions with 3 Fraser Health clinicians, Clinical Nurse Educators, that work one on one 

with dementia patients. These discussions were centered around staff engagement in 

caring for these patients within the hospital environment and the patients’ needs, wants 

and expectations.  

The proposed concept of DeMEntia, focuses on narrative and visuals as a way to 

enhance patient’s learning experience and patient-centered communication and support 

personalized care by engaging them in conversations with clinicians that would not 

otherwise occur, inviting input and participation. DeMEntia is an application for patients 

with anxiety to be able to decelerate and redirect their fear through engagement with the 

system at a healthcare facility. The ability for the individuals to communicate and 

navigate what is happening to them is heightened because they are fearful, leading to a 

distressed state in which it is difficult to register medical information. We hope that our 

tool allows for grounding to reduce fear and anxiety and to create a channel for 

communication to access information from a calmer individual, which affects how one 

can medically manage them. 

9.3. UX Implications 

Narrative is a powerful approach in communication as it emphasizes human 

connections and relationships. Stories and pictorials provides context for patients with 

dementia and connects them to their current environment visually, increasing their 

understanding (Salevati, 2013). Visual stories are highly effective tools to communicate 

and share needs, emotions, information and experiences (Bate & Robert, 2007; Houts, 

et al., 2001). They are interactive and engaging and their collaborative nature not only 

reduces agitation and uncertainty but empowers patients and their families to learn and 

take control (Bate & Robert, 2007; Houts, et al., 2001). In our proposed design concept 

we wanted to first ground our patients by reminding them who they are by building a 

visual story about them; showing them photos of themselves and families that are pre-

loaded by the caregivers or their families (Figure 24). Through this we aim to promote 

individualized care and reduce the state of confusion that the patients may be feeling, 

thus, allowing for caregivers to establish a dialogue.   
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Patients with dementia are often battling emotional tension and are unable to 

communicate their basic wants and needs, leading to more frustration and challenging 

behaviour (Waszynski, et al., 2013). We wanted our application to provide simple visuals 

to address patients’ basic unmet needs such as hunger, temperature, the need to use 

the bathroom, which were often difficult to access by caregivers due to agitation (Figure 

24). These simple pictorals empower patients to take control of their wants and needs by 

feeling secure in their response.   

Figure 24: An example of narrative in the UX design of DeMentia. 

We also wanted to provide an interactive therapeutic experience and digitalize 

some of the traditional therapeutic activities that were used by caregivers to decrease 

agitation in patients.  Such activities included: games, puzzles, drawing and colouring, 

old photo albums and movies and music (Figure 25). We included activities that can be 

cognitively engaging and multimodal: social interactions (games) and sensory input 

(music). These activities serve as distractions and positive memories, encouraging 

cooperation: they provide a constructive outlet for restlessness. Given that this is a late 

stage conceptual prototype moving into production and commercialization by Switch 

United, the application has multiple parts catering to some aspects of dementia. Many of 

these features mentioned above are outside the scope of this thesis, however, for the 

rest of this chapter we concentrate only on parts that focus on CAIS art therapy.   
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Figure 25: An example of various therapeutic activities offered by DeMentia.  

Affective CAIS for Art Therapy 

It has been proven within the literature that “art-based therapeutic activities such 

as painting, which promotes creative expression are effective in relieving psychological 

distress in hospitalized patients with dementia, anxiety or depression” (Waszynski, et al, 

2013). There is a growing body of research that looks at the physiological, psychological, 

clinical and behavioural effects of art in healthcare; demonstrating the positive impacts of 

art in reducing anxiety and depression in patients (Daykin et.al, 2008). We wanted to 

expand the traditional art therapy activities and method through our AI techniques and 

most specifically our affective CAIS, which provides patients with an interactive 

environment to generate, evolve and guide their artwork through various themes and 

choices (palette, brush stroke and texture).  

We use our interactive affective CAIS module ePainterly as a part of this 

application to engage patients and encourage the act of creation as therapeutic tool. 

This creation and experimentation process through the various emotional styles of an 

artwork gives the patient an opportunity to explore the process of the artwork rather than 

just viewing its final form; not only it automatically generates visual design but also the 

patient can actively participate in the creation (Figure 26). This encourages new 

collaborative practice that allows patients to create a dialogue with the system and 

organically evolve their creative process to guide their artwork through an emotional 

space.  
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Through our affective CAIS system, the patient can exchange, manipulate and 

evolve the deconstructed seed file based on their preference and what makes them calm 

(favourite color, season, image) preloaded by the caregiver. For instance, the image of a 

garden may cycle through seasons, incremental variations in colour, visual design or 

audio. Other imagery can also facilitate other creative output or trigger participation from 

the patients that will be beneficial to their healing process. Our CAIS environment 

simulates the more deeply human creative cognitive process, which can provide calming 

stimuli for patients in distress. Through our proposed application we want to promote the 

act of creation as therapy and bring interactivity to the traditional nature of art therapy.  

Figure 26: An example of affective CAIS for art therapy. 

The ability for the individuals to communicate and navigate what is happening to 

them is heightened because they are fearful, which lead to a distress state, were it is 

hard to register medical information (Waszynski, et al, 2013). We hope that our 

application concept allows for grounding to dampen down fear and anxiety and to create 

a channel for communication to access information from a calmer individual, which 

affects how one can medically manage them. Through the use of our interactive affective 

CAIS, patients are presented an affective visual sensory application that provides the 

calming stimuli that can potentially support healing.  

In discussion with our stakeholders, through the late stages of DeMEntia, before 

commercialization, it was evident the strengths of the CAIS ePainterly as a tool for 

patients to be able to visualize their emotions. These emotional portraits (visual 
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attributes) can possibly bring tangibility to feelings; thus making it more real to cope with 

(Fig 27). It becomes easier for Dementia patients in distress to recognize and identify 

their emotions through their self-portrait. This becomes a reflection and allows for more 

open expression of emotion as the core of what humans are and how we experience the 

world. Lastly the Fraser Health representatives believed that clinicians could also use 

these various portraits as therapeutic tool to motivate and help guide a patient through a 

more positive emotional feeling. 

 

Figure 27: An example of affective CAIS for navigating emotions.  

9.4. Limitations 

 The limitations of DeMEntia include both physical and mental. One cognitive 

limitation is the patient's ability to understand and operate the mobile application. 

Applications such as DeMEntia are external to a patient's world and what they are 

familiar with, thus the exposure to such complexity can potentially increase agitation.  

The patient’s reduced short-term memory and attention span also makes it difficult for 

them to concentrate and keep track of task status.  

 Additionally, some of the physical restrictions include eyesight and the difficulty for 

patients to identify small objects, such as icons. Dexterity and reduced fine-motor control 

are other significant factors to consider in designing technology for older patients. Most 

elderly have increase in hand tremor and even stiffness, which makes navigation of 
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mobile apps challenging. These include executing coordinated gestures such as double 

tapping, spread and/or dragging. These limitations can be investigated further through 

future evaluation of the DeMEntia prototype with patients.  

9.5. Summary 

 This chapter presented the application interactive CAIS within the health & well-

being domain specifically targeting the therapeutic space.  

The proposed application tries to mediate the patient-clinician communication 

dynamic in the form of a visual intervention. This is important for patient-efficacy as the 

communication gap dissonance can cause confusion when there is a medical condition 

that is both long term and potentially life threatening if management fails.  Our findings 

through the conceptual design exploration of DeMEntia suggest that personal narrative 

and creativity are important considerations in the UX design of CAIS for healthcare. 

Based on showing the prototype to health experts working with this target group (Fraser 

Health Medicine Program – Surrey, BC), they commented that DeMEntia and future 

iterations of CAIS applications like it, have potential to: 

• Promote reciprocity 
• Ease communication 
• Encourage expression of feelings 
• Reduce confusion and uncertainties 
• Facilitate decision-making 
• Empower and motivate 
• Engage and involve patients and families  
• Enhance individualized care 
• Support empathy and mindfulness 
• Strengthen accessibility of information  

DeMEntia has the potential to enable patients to visually communicate their 

needs & emotions, engage them through individualized input and strengthen the patient-

caregiver relationship & trust by promoting collaboration. The Switch United creative firm 

is now looking into the production and commercialization of the DeMEntia application for 

hospitals and homecare use. The following Chapter will provide an overview of our 

Interactive affective CAIS within movement/performance (dancing) domain.  
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Chapter 10.  
Affective CAIS Application: Performance 
Visualization 

This chapter presents the integration of our interactive affective CAIS ‘ePainterly’ that we 

have previously used in interactive arts, art education and health & well-being (Salevati, 

DiPaola, 2014, 2015ab) into the movement awareness and movement performance 

domain. Our focus in this area is to create an aesthetic visualization as a generative 

interactive system, that depicts in painterly form: an artistic depiction of the state, flow 

and emotion of human movement sensed by the system, allowing the casual or 

professional user/dancer to be aware of their movement choices. For this initial non-

interactive setup, visualization is based on long exposure photography, movement trace 

forms and various emotional characteristics remapped into painterly abstraction, style 

and colour using our knowledge based ePainterly, which includes the emotional 

characteristics from our two studies. This chapter corresponds to the third research 

objective through introduction of an affective CAIS application for performance 

visualization.    

ePainterly produces recipes that create unique artworks, which can be used to 

visualize user movement of a performer/dancer eventually in front of the digital canvas to 

automatically generate an “aesthetic visualization” based on movement trace forms and 

various emotional values via painterly abstraction, style and colour (figures 30 & 33). We 

are interested in the users/performer’s awareness and understanding of their movement 

and their emotional expression through performance within the visual art field. Through 

our proposed system (Figure 34), a casual user or dancer, through their own movement 

and flow of a short movement sequence (4-7 seconds) would view (within 1-3 minutes) a 

generated painterly art from their movement. This allows them to become an active 

participant in the art making process as they interactively produce and evolve the style of 

a generated artwork by the movement choices they make as well as declared or sensed 

emotions, thus experiencing art through the creation process.  
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The proposed system explores an analysis and generation of aesthetic 

interactive visualizations of art styles with human movement as an expression. While our 

goal is to create a live interactive system that can sense and remap the movement to 

aesthetic visualization painterly form, in this preliminary exploration we concentrate on 

the movement (with emotion) remapping to generative painting portion of the system. To 

validate the emotional remapping for our test case, we used long exposure photography 

of short movement sequences as source input analyzed by a dance expert into written 

analysis and trace form diagrams, rather than live sensed data. We worked with 

dancer/photographer Jesús Armand (Armand, J., 2014) and his well-known ‘Dance Print’ 

series of long exposure photography work (Figures 29A & 31A). These strong stills of 

short sequence movement were well suited to our emotion based painterly process and 

can be theoretically duplicated with interactive AI/digital techniques in the future with 

cameras and sensors our research group is developing (M+M). Our process used 

several of his long exposure movement stills, which were then analyzed by a dance 

expert using textual analysis and trace forms (Figures 29B & 31B). This firewalled 

analysis along with the movement stills were used as source to our ePainterly system. 

The textual analysis of the movement contained emotional assessment of the movement 

sequence, which our system used in the final results based on the two affective mapping 

studies on emotional reception and remapping. 

10.1. Performance/Dance Visualization 

 There are several systems for computationally visualizing movement to explore 

choreography. For the purpose of our research, we concentrated on DanceForms 

(Calvert, et al., 1991) and DanceVerbs (Hsieh & Luciani, 2005). DanceForms transfers 

movement data onto interactive avatars as a digital tool for choreography.  

We took inspiration from the design movement analysis tool, ActionPlot (Carlson, 

et al., 2011), which visualizes contemporary dance performances based on the 

experiential data of a dance expert. Carlson et al use a qualitative approach to extract 

first person accounts of viewing a recording of a dance performance many times and 

analyzes these experiences to create choreographic information that can be used to 

visualize the structural composition of the work. The choreographic information about the 
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compositional structure was categorized into three levels. The first level is based on 

abstracted qualities of the performer such as intention and direction of gaze. The second 

level is based on quantitative information such as the number of performers, amount of 

effort, time and tempo. The third level represents the balance of movement in the body. 

Carlson maps these three levels of choreographic information with visual elements and 

assigned them to a reference point for low, middle, and high numbers. Dancers are 

defined by colours such as teal, aqua, yellow, purple, green, and red. Intention and gaze 

are represented as a circle. Intention was mapped to the diameter and direction to line 

weight on the edge of the circle. Lines are represented as time while the amount of effort 

is mapped to x and y coordinates. The visualization output is similar to a two-

dimensional diagram, such as line graphs in traditional visualization practice. 

We also examined the aesthetic visualization of movement by Pat Subyen, who 

designed interactive visuals for a real-time movement recognition system titled ‘EMVIZ’. 

EMVIZ uses single-accelerometer and gyroscope data to classify qualities of movement 

performance according to the Laban Movement Analysis Action Drive (Maranan, et al., 

2014). These movements include float, glide, punch, press, dab, flick, slash and wring 

actions composed of three parameters based in the change of time, space and weight of 

the performer. The visuals were designed to morph in real time using an ‘L-System’ tree 

generation algorithm. Parameters that shifted included colour (based on the Kandinsky 

colour model characteristics mapped to the movement effort characteristics) and line 

pathway (consistent with principles of two-dimensional design). 

10.2. Movement Awareness & Visualization 

While our intended longer term goal is to create an intelligent interactive system 

that can automatically sense and remap human movement to aesthetic visualization in a 

live setting, which better promotes iterative experimentation and reflection, in this section 

we only demonstrate the feasibility of the remapping process – that is, the 

emotional/movement remapping to generative painting portion of the system based on 

our study results. 
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Here we use our validated four emotional recipes, with movement source 

material to generate painterly output from previously captured rather than live sensing. 

We worked with dancer/photographer Jesús Armand and his ‘Dance Print’ series which 

capture a short movement dance sequence as long exposure photography (Armand, J., 

2014). These proved to be a good test case of the robustness of our system and 

analysis process, since these captured dance movements were not made for our 

purposes. As stated earlier, Armand’s capture process, while it also works well with our 

first pass system, seems valid as early test source since theoretically we can duplicate 

the optical motion blur and strobe techniques he uses with interactive AI/digital 

techniques in the future using 2D / 3D cameras and sensors setups our research group 

is developing (M+M). Our process used several of his long exposure movement stills as 

input source. Without an automated intelligent analysis process in place, we also used a 

human dance analyst in its place. We allowed the expert to choose ‘Dance Print’ motion 

stills and then to categorize the captured movement in these photographic documents. 

The dance expert with Laban Movement Analysis and Alexander Technique training who 

was not given prior knowledge of our emotional e-Painterly process, was instructed to 

document textual analysis of the motion sequence.  They were instructed, within that 

written documentation, to choose an emotional quality of the movement captured, limited 

in this first phase to our initial 4 emotions (happy, sad, calm or afraid). They were also 

instructed to use other movement analysis techniques they deemed appropriate for 2D 

visualization of movement.  They decided to create trace form lines of the major limbs 

(Figures 28B & 31B).  This ‘firewalled to the process’ movement analysis along with the 

movement stills was used as source to our ePainterly system, including the emotional 

assessment from the textual analysis.  

Besides the text analysis below the dance expert created trace forms over long-

exposure photography of dancers to highlight the trajectory of their limbs over time. The 

action of creating the trace forms they believed would help users understand 

kinesthetically how the movements were performed by deconstructing the movement 

steps. The expert then analyzed the movement images for their affinities to map their 

actions to metaphorical affect using a movement analyst in training. Excerpts of  

‘firewalled’ textual analysis of two of the movements follows: 
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In Figure 28: “This dancer would have entered the frame space by taking 
two steps to twist into an arched jump facing the direction he entered, 
landing and moving to his right or backwards to exist the space. The body 
position appears to have used a cross-pattern to provide propulsion to 
jump and twist in the air, enabling the engagement and opposition of the 
core muscles to propel the body. The arms would support the movement 
by scooping up the midline of the front of the body and into their 
respective ballet placement, supporting the expansion of the upper body 
and extension of the limbs at the height of the jump. The dancer would be 
shifting from a near/ mid to far reach space, moving in a middle to high 
level in the horizontal to vertical plane. The suspension of time eluded by 
the camera and the attention to presentational space (in front of the body) 
could relate to 'happy'.  

In Figure 31: “The dancers started upstage and traveled towards the 
camera for the jump, then split to exit on opposite sites. Affinities of the 
body position illustrate limbs extended to their respective sides, without 
crossing over the midline of the body. Due to the body's structure this 
enables the greatest range of motion and possibility for movement, with 
the freedom to choose opportunities. However this can also lessen the 
available strength to execute a movement, which could mean that the 
movement is lighter in weight effort (how operating with resistance). The 
male partner is utilizing the opposition of gravity to propel the female 
partner higher in the air, though again does not need to use core muscle 
strength to do this. The photography provides the illusion of a suspension 
in time, which could suggest an impactive phrasing, needing a strong 
propulsion from the group to jump and suspend in the air. Light, 
suspended effort qualities combined with an open and extended body 
position in high space could be interpreted to be in the 'happy' space, 
however without seeing the take-off from the jump (where we could 
evaluate the amount of weight effort used to propel off the ground) it is 
difficult to tell whether the jump would look punctuated an 'excited' or 
even and 'calm'.” 

Using as source input the 1) long exposure images (as the captured movement), 

2) the trace forms and 3) the assessment of the emotional possibility of the dance 

movement in each piece (for Figure 28 it was “happy” for Figure 31 it was “calm”), our 

ePainterly system automatically generated abstract art visualization of that movement 

sequence (Figures 30 & 33). As part of the process, the analyzed trace forms markings 

were incorporated into the original photographically captured movement, abstracting into 

the work, which allowed ePainterly to add to and emphasize the movement arcs in the 

final painterly visualization. Figure 28 shows 28A) the original captured movement 

sequence by Armond, 28B) the trace lines, 29) the possible 4 emotional outputs and 30) 

the final visualization the system would show to the user. Our goal is that a moving user 
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would appreciate the final generated aesthetic visualization, and become more aware of 

their movement authoring of the work in successive iterations, thereby bring heightened 

attention to the complex movement experience of their bodies. Figure 31 shows a 

second captured dance movement that the expert deemed as “calm”. We also document 

all the ePainterly emotion recipes for the two movement captures as well as the one the 

expert choose based on the analysis for comparison (Figures 29 & 32). 

 

 

Figure 28: Left 28A:Original Long Exposure Photography by Armand, Copyright © 
Jesús Armand, Right 28B: added analyzed trace forms. 

 

Figure 29: Emotional Recipes from left 29A:Sad, 29B:Afraid, 29C:Calm, 29D:Happy 
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Figure 30: Processing in final form with trace forms line painted into the process 
using ePainterly P11P32 “happy” recipe. 

 

Figure 31: Left 31A: Original Long Exposure Photography by Armand, Copyright © 
Jesús Armand, Right 31B: added analyzed trace forms.      
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Figure 32: Emotional Recipes from left 32A:Sad, 32B:Afraid, 32C:Calm, 32D:Happy 

 

Figure 33: Processing in final form with trace forms line painted into the process 
using ePainterly P11P12 “Calm” recipe. 
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10.3. UX Implications 

 Our research in this field attempts to engage user emotion as both a social 

embodied process in art and painting, as well as a notion of a movement expression and 

intent. We want to focus on the emotional journey while interacting with a generative art 

piece and involving our performer/dancer in the creation process through movement. 

This user experience process, by exploring the various palette, brushstrokes and texture 

through dance provides a visualization tool which can add to the art making process by 

providing the performer with an interactive experience to better understand and connect 

with their body in space. Incorporating affect and affinities within interactive experiences 

can be challenging as they need to be open-ended in order for the users to be able to 

orchestrate their own emotional experiences. Hence, we wanted to provide the visitors 

with an activity to construct their experience out of what is important and meaningful to 

them, allowing for that personal encounter.  

This experience allows for personal storytelling, where the viewer can formulate 

and develop their own narrative of their painting through the various movement and 

emotions. Identity, like interest, develops through interaction; both interest and identity 

develop in relation to available experiences and to how learners perceive, understand 

and represent these experiences. Our intended interactive process provides an 

environment where viewers become co-authors through participating in the visualization 

of their performance, and personalization of the artwork based on their mood and 

emotion that only relates to them in that moment of interaction. This interaction enables 

viewers to learn by creating knowledge through experimentation and the formation of 

purposes driven by their curiosity, interests and emotion.  
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Figure 34: Proposed interactive affective CAIS performance installation. 

10.4. Limitations 

The limitation of the proposed interactive affective CAIS concept 

mentioned above, will exhibit some level of inaccuracy in the automatic 

movement analysis by the system. This can lead to an interpretation of the 

performance through an aesthetic visualization painting that may not fully capture 

the user/dancer's intent. There is a difficult balance traditionally in visualization 

between the cold hard accuracy of displaying input data with the readability, 

effectiveness and visual excitement of the visualization. This balance is even 

trickier with gestural and intuitive input data (sensed by first generation sensor 

systems) as well as the lack of agreed upon standards in this new field. We 

emphasize the importance of rigorous UX testing here to create best practices.  
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Another limitation involves the short time frame (4-7 seconds) of captured 

movement by the system, which does not allow the performers to explore with 

complete dance pieces and narratives. They can only experiment with partial 

expression of movements. This, however, supports choreography in planning and 

arranging dance moments into a meaningful whole and building of composition 

and finished dance work. 

The single user capability of the system also disregards multi-person 

dance and group performances. This limitation can be addressed through 

exploration of options in capturing data from multiple users synchronously and 

ways to translate those inputs visually through the affective CAIS. The aesthetic 

visualization need to not only capture and analyze the individual dancer's 

movement but also represent the interactions between the dancers and the 

overall harmony. 

10.5. Summary 

In this chapter we presented our proposed affective CAIS design in the 

movement/performance awareness and aesthetic visualization area. We showcased the 

calm versus happy emotional recipes for the two captured movements along with the 

visual trace forms both within the abstracted work and layered as corresponding 

coloured lines. We believe this can add to a more experiential, intuitive visualization of 

movement and provoke embodied reflection and awareness of a user’s movement 

experience (Figure 34).  

For our preliminary exploration, we used a limited set (4) of emotions from the Russell 

circumplex of affect, which were validated through our study, but given our process we 

believe we can open that set up to not only additional emotional qualities of movement, 

but other creativity based categories to remap into Painterly rendering space. As well 

with a strong process for the remapping from this initial research, we are now interested 

in moving to a full interactive system based on our working groups (Hsieh & Luciani, 
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2005) movement: sensor, database, theory and AI analysis techniques. In parallel with 

this effort, we are interested in user studies (similar to our second affective mapping 

study) on how users classify and respond to these aesthetic visualization generated 

outputs of their movement that we developed here.  
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Chapter 11. Conclusions 

This dissertation has investigated human engagement with CAIS through 

exploration of affect and UX principles within practical settings in the domains of 

interactive art, art education, health & well-being and movement visualization. This 

chapter will present the contributions of this research as well as future directions and 

reflections. 

11.1. Contributions 

The fundamental focus of this dissertation is the relationship between the user 

and the CAIS and the creation of a dialogue to enhance and facilitate that collaboration 

in realization of a creative artefact. The following sections will outline the specific 

contribution by each question and objectives intended by this dissertation. 

11.1.1. Overarching Contribution 

Overarching Research Question and Objective: How can CAIS encourage new 

modes of creative practice through engagement with users? 

This overarching question was addressed by adopting a UX perspective, where 

the role of the creative users, their knowledge, expertise and experiences became 

central to understanding of that participatory engagement. Subsequently, CAIS 

capabilities that include competence in better understanding the user better such as 

cognitive and emotional models become increasingly important in that partnership. This 

strengthened the claim that consideration of UX principles, such as interactivity and 

engagement, narrative and experiential learning in the design of CAIS, leverages the 

reciprocity and sharing of knowledge between system and user; embracing the move 

towards more advanced modes of creativity practice. 
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The objective to gain insight into this progression was accomplished through 

adaptation and re-design of an autonomous CAIS, ‘DarwinsGaze’ for a practical 

application, ‘Evolver’ to support a design firm’s creative workflow. This exploratory 

process revealed the crucial need to understand the designers’ (user of the Evolver) 

creative workflow, experiences and expertise and to utilize UX principles to better 

achieve that intuitive collaborative practice with the CAIS. We further examined this 

novel integration through a study with designers to determine the effectiveness of 

Evolver with the visual design field. 

The findings from study 1 in this dissertation, disclosed Evolver’s positive 

influence on three domains of cognitive, psychomotor and affective within the design 

space. In the cognitive domain, Evolver assisted with designer’s creative problem 

solving by providing an immediate exposure to many possibilities and alternatives that 

could inspire various design solutions. This also enhanced design thinking through 

instigating out of the box ideas. Within the psychomotor domain, Evolver, became a 

platform for brainstorming, visualizing, sketching and communicating design concepts as 

it supported the flexibility and iterative nature of design process. The affective domain 

situated Evolver as a creative partner that designers could collaborate with at any stage 

in their process. However, this raised questions about the notion of co-authorship and 

the authenticity of the artwork produced.  

The main contribution from this study is the applicability of CAIS within the 

practical design domain to act collaboratively with users to shape and evolve their 

creative practice through UX design perspective. A main discovery as elucidated at the 

end of chapter 4 was the notion of artistic intent and the expression of emotion that was 

difficult to achieve through Evolver. This brought to the fore the need for CAIS to take 

into account the expertise and creative intent of its collaborators, by not only supporting 

cognitive abilities but also facilitating artistic expression through emotional awareness. 

This was sought in the first research question, below, in exploring the role of affect in the 

UX design of CAIS.  
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11.1.2. Contribution 1 

Research Question and Objective 1: How is it possible to integrate the notion of 

affect within the cognitive model of CAIS? 

This question was addressed by acknowledging affect as a constructed process 

within the artistic pursuit: the communication, articulation, and expression of emotion and 

extending the cognitive creative knowledge of the Painterly system to include an 

affective model to allow for emotional expression. This novel integration, ePainterly 

provides a more poetic and intuitive dialogue between users and the system by not only 

advancing artistic creative process, but also supporting the intent and artistic expression 

through an emotional space. 

This objective was achieved by conducting 2 intertwined ‘Affective Mapping’ 

studies to explore and to better understand the mood, affect and emotion based on 

quadrants of Russell’s circumplex model of affect (Russell, 1980) that are evoked from 

the artworks produced by our CAIS module Painterly. Our goal was to solely concentrate 

on the visual attributes of the Painterly output; the mapping of the palette, brushstroke 

and texture to a particular emotional space.  

The first Affective Mapping study included three online surveys, including 10 

images in each (10 painterly recipes) with different seed files. This was to confirm that 

each recipe (ie. painting instruction script) within our system regardless of the subject 

matter (abstract or figurative) would trigger and arouse the same feeling and emotion in 

our subjects. The results from this survey study provided us with preliminary data to 

integrate an emotional model and inform various spaces within Painterly environment 

through identified corresponding emotions selected by majority of viewers of the various 

artworks produced. In our synthesis we were able to identify 4 emotional recipes 

representing (happy, sad, calm and afraid) with their visual attributes that were selected 

by majority of participants in each quadrant of circumplex model of affect. 
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The second Affective Mapping study investigated and validated the findings from 

the first study (identified recipes) through emotional matching and semi-structured 

interviews with an emphasis on UX and emotional self-assessment. Due to the strong 

overarching focus of this research on UX and the applications of interactive CAIS 

modules within various domains – we wanted to confirm our findings (recipes to 

emotional mappings) through an individual self-portraiture emotional assessment. This 

study evaluates our affective CAIS module ePainterly system by emphasizing the 

mapping of the 4 identified recipes to the appropriate emotional space through exploring 

the personalization of the source images; participants’ portraits and emotional 

characteristics. The findings from the emotional matching alone validated our emotional 

recipes identified through the first Affective Mapping study. The majority of our 

participants (80-85%) matched the correct recipe (generated self-portrait) to the 

corresponding emotional quadrant, validating that user emotion or affect can be reliably 

used as a UX tool within CAIS applications. The results from the interview provided more 

supporting evidence, which revealed participants’ thoughts and addresses their decision-

making process more in-depth. The results were synthesized in three themes of 

essence, aesthetic and expression. Essence represents participants’ thoughts on the 

way each portrait reflected their inner emotions. Aesthetic represents participants’ 

feedback on their recognition of various emotions provoked based on the visual 

characteristics of each portrait such as different palette, brushstroke and texture. 

Expression represents participants’ comments on facial features, such as eyes that 

influenced the emotion that was portrayed. 

The contribution from the two Affective Mapping studies is the growth of the 

knowledge base and cognitive model of our lab’s CAIS Painterly that currently has 

aesthetic reasoning based on artist's creative processes (DiPaola, 2009; DiPaola & 

Salevati, 2014) to now a new Affective CAIS ePainterly, that explores and understands 

the concepts of mood and emotion that artist/users' intent to portray in a produced 

artwork. This adds to the limited knowledge within the literature on the relationship 

between affect and computational creativity systems. This gap is due to affect being 

considered as higher-level semantics and based on human subjectivity, which are 

difficult to model computationally (Joshi et al. 2011). Through our intertwined Affective 

Mapping studies we addressed and validated that subjectivity through our participants 
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before integrating the model into our system. These studies have also informed our 

approach in designing interactive experiences within several domains and applications. 

11.1.3. Contribution 2  

 Research Question and Objective 2: How can affective CAIS support the intuitive 

flow of knowledge from their collaborators through UX strategies? 

This question was addressed by establishing affective CAIS as a new kind of 

authoring and interactive tool where users can intuitively, share and exchange 

knowledge, evolve their creative process and guide their artwork through an emotional 

space. This allows the user of CAIS to be a simultaneous participant and observer in an 

on-going collaborative conversation through stronger emotional personal experience 

with their artwork. 

This objective was achieved through a design of an interactive art installation 

piece, ‘Reflections of Essence’, based on the emotional self-portraits which were highly 

receptive aesthetically and commanded by our participants. Reflections of Essence is a 

ePainterly Portraiture system, an affective CAIS module, which takes as source a photo 

in front of a digital canvas and through audience's selection of an emotion (how they 

feel) creates and explores a new generated artwork. This photograph as source is 

evolved into a final art portrait work that uses the rules, styles and elements from our 

affective CAIS ePainterly system (as well as our lab’s on going research in historical art 

styles) and maps different texture, brush stroke styles and palette to the various emotion 

based on our studies.  

In this work we are focusing on emotion as an expression, not something we 

want to recognize automatically but something our viewers/users explicitly communicate 

with our system in the moment of interaction; the user experience (UX), an active 

construction and intuitive flow of knowledge that is reciprocated between our system and 

users based on affect. UX acknowledges CAIS use as a subjective, situated, complex 

and dynamic encounter; user’s internal state (expectations, needs, motivation, mood), 

the characteristics of the designed system (purpose, usability, functionality) and the 

context (the environment) within which the interaction occurs. The essential UX 
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principles that were considered in the design of Reflections of Essence installation 

included, engagement, interactivity and narrative.  

Reflections of Essence installation supports interactivity, engagement through 

principles of narrative situated in its design. Reflection of Essence encourages each 

individual visitor to interact and interpret emotional and aesthetic concepts and develop 

their own understandings through personalized experience. This promotes engagement 

by providing the audience the means to create different narrative through exploring their 

portrait paintings based on particular emotion. This experience provides the participants 

the ability to take away the digital copies of their creation (portraits) via email for further 

reflection and also to promote sharability of the experience. Reflections of Essence, was 

highly receptive in the interactive art domain and was exhibited in the V&A Digital 

Futures in London, UK.  

The contribution from the ‘Reflection of Essence’ is the configuration of research 

based affective CAIS to an interactive experience, where the focus is on the live 

interaction of audience with the system in a gallery setting. This adaptation highlights the 

significance of UX principles, such as considerations of interactivity, engagement and 

narrative to allow for that personal exchange and collaboration with the piece. Reflection 

of Essence confirms our approach in designing interactive CAIS experiences where 

emotion can be an active parameter within several domains and applications. This 

contribution forecasts a great potential for employment of such systems for practical 

purposes.  

11.1.4. Contribution 3 

Research Question and Objective 3: How can affective CAIS facilitate and 

enhance the exploration, education and creation of visual art and design in various fields 

such as interactive art, art education, performance visualization and health & well-being? 

This final question was addressed through multiple UX applications of affective 

CAIS systems that through co-creation of unique artworks or aesthetic visualization that 

deemed creative and have emotional qualities, have benefits and repeatability in many 

interactive fields. This confirms the flexibility, scalability and adaptability of affective 
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CAIS, which through a user-focused and open-ended attribute arouses curiosity, triggers 

the process of meaning making, and stimulates and deepens the progress of user’s 

creativity through a shared inquiry.  

This goal was achieved by designing research based conceptual applications of 

affective CAIS modules within the practical domains of art education (experiential 

learning in museums), health & well-being and movement/performance (dancing) 

visualization. 

Within the art education domain (DiPaola & Salevati 2014, Salevati & DiPaola, 

2015), our interactive affective CAIS experience (Chapter 8) complements the traditional 

art viewing process by allowing users to explore various palette, brushstrokes and 

texture to improve their understanding and connection with the artist’s creative process 

and emotional experience. This promotes engagement and active learning within 

museums by facilitating deeper personal appreciation of artwork through immersion. 

In the health & well-being sector we explored its application in the therapeutic 

domain (Chapter 9) in collaboration with Fraser Health, where we engaged patients in a 

creative process to redirect their fear and anxiety through a positive distraction; bringing 

a refreshed perspective to the mission of healing. Through the use of Affective CAIS, 

DeMEntia patients are presented an affective visual sensory that provides the calming 

stimuli to decelerate anxiety to support communication and healing (Salevati & DiPaola, 

2015), DeMEntia allows patients to visually communicate their needs & emotions, 

engages them through individualized input & strengthens the patient-caregiver 

relationship & trust by promoting collaboration and bringing tangibility to feelings; thus 

making it easier to cope with. 

In the movement/performance visualization domain we conceptualized an 

affective CAIS interactive system (Chapter 10), that depicts in painterly form: an artistic 

depiction of the state, flow and emotion of human movement sensed by the system, 

allowing the casual user/dancer to be aware of their movement choices. The proposed 

system explores an analysis and generation of aesthetic interactive visualizations of art 

styles with human movement as an expression. While our goal is to create a live 

interactive system that can sense and remap the movement to aesthetic visualization 
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painterly form, in this preliminary exploration we concentrate on the movement (with 

emotion) remapping to generative painting portion of the system. To validate the 

emotional remapping for our test case, we used long exposure photography of short 

movement sequences as source input, which were analyzed by a dance expert into 

written analysis and traces form diagrams, rather than live sensed data. This proposed 

interactive affective CAIS concept adds to a more experiential, intuitive visualization of 

movement and provokes embodied reflection and awareness of a user’s movement 

experience. 

The final contribution explains the advantages of affective CAIS and its variety of 

use, in that it immerses users in a state, the act of creation, through new and unique 

modes of experimentation and education. The emotional characteristic of CAIS supports 

the expression and transformation of emotion leading to active imagination enhancing 

creativity and visualization within practical domains. 

11.2. Recommendations for Design  

This section describes key ideas identified through our exploration of our four 

research based prototype applications presented as design recommendations. Design 

recommendation, while they are not requirements, are intended to present information 

that is significant to consider when designing affective CAIS applications in general and 

within the following four practical domains. It is important to note, that due to the new 

and complex nature of CAIS it was beneficial to explore its applicability and usefulness 

within variety of fields. Such complexity is not easily defined and is contextualized within 

its interrelated applications within multiple domains. This multi-domain approach 

explores the complexity of this research area in a wide and open-ended manner, 

maximizing the emergence of innovative ideas for deeper exploration in the future.  

11.2.1. General Recommendations 

 The design of affective CAIS requires an UX approach specific in reducing 

complexity to allow for everyday users to interface with these advanced systems in an 

intuitive way. Some of the general UX design considerations that we've identified 
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through our research include the following: 

 
• Affective CAIS should be designed in a flexible way to support the openness of 

creative process, such as the exploratory and analytical focus.  

• CAIS should incorporate emotional awareness to support the feeling, mood and 

motivations of the user in artistic expression and to broaden that interaction to 

support affective dialogue. Affective awareness of CAIS is also useful for creative 

problem solving as it arouses curiosity and engages creativity.  

• These advanced systems through elements of interactivity should support the 

collaboration by allowing different level of engagement for users to gradually 

adopt and appropriate the system. This is achieved through affective CAIS's 

ability to stimulate and have open-ended goals that smooth the progress of users 

in a motivated activity. This allows users to participate in the formation of 

papooses driven by their curiosity and to co-create idea and knowledge by 

defining the nature of the activity.  

• Affective CAIS affective CAIS can foster educative experiences, by being user 

focused, open-ended and reflective to prepare the user for broader, richer 

learning experiences. This also supports creative expression and the co-

authorship. Affective CAIS can be designed in a way to support externalization of 

creativity from the user through various affordances (emotional input, movement, 

bio-feed). 

• The context of use is also an important factor in design of affective CAIS and its 

integration within various environments. Affective CAIS should foster discussion, 

challenge the user and shape experience specific to that particular setting. Some 

of these applications are discussed in the following section.  

11.2.2. Specific Recommendations 

Interactive Art 

From our research, we discovered that engagement is one of the key factors in 

the UX design of Interactive affective CAIS within the Interactive Art field (Chapter 7). 

Several UX design principles can encourage engagement, such as capturing audience's 
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attention through affordances and interactivity, felt involvement, aesthetic and 

playfulness (Allen, 2004). Based on our findings in the design and development of 

Reflections of Essence Installation it is evident the significance of affective CAIS ability 

to stimulate, improve and deepen the audience's engagement in an inquiry cycle. This 

was achieved through designing an intuitive interface for the audience that they can 

interact with and revealing some of the complexity of the CAIS to inform them of its 

creation process. This allows for greater user control in the co-creativity of ideas and 

artistic expression. 

Art Education 

Within Art Education domain, our affective CAIS prototype explored interactivity 

within a museum setting (Chapter 8). This investigation focused on experiential learning 

and creating an interactive learning tool that provides prolonged engagement through 

both "minds-on" and "hands-on" experience (Allen, 2004). Further Allen (2004) 

discusses Csikszentmihalyi’s idea that ideal learning in a museum is “driven by curiosity 

and interest then sustained by a flow state”. Flow can be defined as being “fully involved 

with mind and body in an intrinsically motivated activity” (Allen, 2004). From our findings 

we recommend that informal and experiential learning through accessible and flexible 

platform is a significant UX design consideration for affective CAIS in interactive 

environments such as museum. This allows viewers to immerse in a body of work 

through their tangible exploration of its aesthetic qualities, which caters to various 

learning styles and enhances art education and their understanding of the artist's 

creative process. Another key UX design factor is the individualization of affective CAIS 

experience to provide the audience with a personalized interaction (such as exploring 

their own photo in various styles) allowing them to formulate their own meaning, and to 

have a deeper personal appreciation of the original artwork.  

Health & Well-being  

In the design and development process of our Interactive affective CAIS 

prototype for health and well-being domain (Chapter 9), several UX principles were 

investigated. The most significant design recommendation is the ability for affective 

CAIS to support artistic expression by bringing interactivity to the traditional nature of art 
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therapy by engaging patients in an act of art creation (creativity state) as a therapeutic 

tool. This helps to reduce agitation and stress through a calming and positive stimuli. 

Patients through their interaction and collaboration with the affective CAIS are able to 

decelerate and redirect their fear by being involved in a creative process and co-creating 

an artwork through experimentation with various aesthetic characteristics. Such 

application design needs to promote and support creative expression, which is effective 

in relieving psychological distress (Waszynski, et al, 2013). We also believe narrative is 

also a significant UX design principle in this domain. Here we are referring to the 

concept of narrative within UX design discussed by Forlizzi and Ford (2000) as stories 

that are created from interactions with a product and storytelling to define “the subjective 

aspects of experience,” including context of use and subjective qualities such as 

emotion, to create a unique and personal story (Forlizzi & Ford, 2000). This concept was 

explored through individualizing the affective CAIS application experience for each 

patient through building a visual story about them and incorporating elements of 

storytelling throughout the application for ease of communication and contributing to a 

better user experience. 

Performance Visualization 

Our prototype within the performance visualization domain (Chapter 10) focuses 

on the notion of user movement expression through art creation and aesthetic 

visualization. A significant finding through our investigation includes the collection of 

movement data from the dancer/user through sensors in a manner that is none-intrusive 

to their performance and allows them to move and flow freely in space and be able to 

experiment with various parameters of the visual characteristics of an artwork through 

their movement choices. A significant UX design recommendation for affective CAIS 

interactive experiences is the adaptability of system to cater to various human 

movement and also the ability to analyze and support visualization and artistic 

expression through co-creativity. This interactive process provides an environment 

where dancers become co-authors; through participating in the visualization of their 

performance, and personalization of the artwork based on their state, flow and emotion 

that only relates to them in that moment of interaction. This highlights self-concepts 

factor as a UX design recommendation as affective CAIS experience support both 
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cognitive and emotion state, both of which critical to engagement, therefore 

understanding participants and their ideas of self is valuable. 

11.3.  Limitations  

Computational creativity is a new and complex space. This dissertation broadens 

the conceptual base for the design of CAIS and provides numerous contributions to its 

real-world applications through exploration of user experience and affect. The attempts 

made in this dissertation reveal that strong AI practices must be coupled with UX 

sensibility in order to design CAIS that effectively support creativity and human 

collaboration. However, as with all studies in emerging fields, there were limitations, 

which are acknowledged and outlined below. 

This dissertation includes both an empirical investigation and conceptual outline. 

The empirical material in the Evolver study can be criticized for having a limited sample; 

there are only 6 designers represented. Although the number of participants is small, the 

responses were regarded as coherent and comprehensive in relation to the theoretical 

framework of creativity. The interviewees included visual designers only, implying that 

the results only hold for CAIS applications within the art and design domain. This study 

however, suggests, the important connection between affect and CAIS in designers’ 

exploration and expression of creative intent. This study also highlights the importance 

of understanding the role of affect in relation to aesthetic practice and development of 

CAIS. 

There are also potential limitations with the Affective Mapping Study 1 method. 

The survey study chosen did not specifically determine the participants’ decision-making 

process as they associated each image with an emotional category. Given the 

interlinking factors associated with emotion, it is not always possible to know which 

specific visual characteristics are the contributing factors. This could be addressed in 

future studies where various factors can be evaluated independently. Based on this 

limitation, the second Affective Mapping study was designed to examine and validate the 

results from the first study (four most selected recipes) more in-depth through a reduced 

and individualized manner. The limitations of Affective Mapping 2 include a lower 
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number of participants compared to Affective Mapping 1. The increase in the amount of 

exposure the participants had in viewing and matching their portrait could have led to 

further reflection. Additionally, the participants’ state of emotion and mood during the 

Emotional Matching could’ve influenced their decision-making at the time. Also inclusion 

of variety of portrait recipes (more than four) can present a greater range of results.   

Due to the amorphous nature of CAIS it is difficult to define and to overly parse 

as clean and repeatable experience at times can pull away from general meaning in 

creativity. The next steps in gathering evaluation of the various proposed affective CAIS 

applications in this dissertation should yield interesting information on how to refine the 

design to enhance UX. 

11.4. Future Directions 

While this dissertation has made significant contributions to the area of 

computational creativity user experience, the following opportunities can be explored 

further in future research to build on this research.  

There are opportunities to expand on the CAIS emotional model by identifying 

more validated recipes and associated visual attributes to widen the range of its 

emotional awareness. It would be useful to identify in-between emotions so the transition 

between quadrants of affect become more seamless and broaden the user’s emotional 

recognition. This can be explored through more detailed studies and even performing 

analyses on the effect of the separate visual characteristics to understand how each 

contributes to the conveyed emotion. Additionally, using sensors and bio-feedback to 

measure the physiological reactions in combination with the self-reported measurement. 

Other possibilities include the further investigation and realization of full 

interactive systems of affective CAIS applications within the domains of art education, 

health & well-being and performance visualization. Also conducting evaluative studies to 

contribute to further development and refinement in design of such systems. 

Additionally, expanding the use of CAIS to benefit and encompass a wider discipline.  
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In the domain of art education, extending the systems cognitive artistic 

knowledge to include a vast variety of art movements, styles and approaches will be a 

future direction. CAIS also has applicability in experiential and interactive navigation of 

art database in museums. Within health & well-being, exploring a wider range of coping 

mechanisms, patient and family empowerment and health management in fields of 

Autism, Alzheimers and Geriatrics. In movement/performance visualization, potential 

opportunities lie in the application of CAIS within choreography, dance education and 

physical therapy. This widespread multidisciplinary application requires further research 

into the needs, motivations and expectations of various user-communities to understand 

the adaptation of CAIS as it evolves. 

11.5. Reflections 

Until recently, the relationship between the discourses of computational creativity 

and UX design has been quite distant. This is mainly due to the autonomous nature of 

computational creativity systems that are designed to mimic human-like creative process 

cognitively without human input. The applicability of CAIS within various domains 

however, is drawing attention and showing an increase awareness of the importance of 

practical and societal aspects of computational creativity. This suggests opening up to 

larger complexity and an awareness of relations between collaborators and intelligent 

systems. 

This dissertation contributes knowledge that enriches the understanding and 

relevance of practical use of creative artificial intelligence system (CAIS) by emphasizing 

the role of the human collaborator. We believe, computational creativity systems should 

look at the combination of cognitive and affective creativity and the experience of its 

users. They complement each other and make it possible to bring in different aspects of 

creativity, in different phases of collaborative creative practice. The characteristic of the 

cognitive creativity knowledge - the inside - turns and becomes the outside - the UX 

through a seamless dialogue. A UX perspective in designing CAIS, relies on the 

understanding of creative experience as co-creation, where distinctions between 

tangibles and intangibles are periphery. Instead, the focus is transferred to complex 

relations, interactions and human collaborators, which is highly empathic.  
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Computational creativity research barely accounts for the integration of affect, 

which emphasizes the individual perspective in creative practice, as well as the empathic 

and intuitive character of that participation. This dissertation acknowledges this gap by 

revealing affective awareness as fundamental in creativity and aesthetic visualization to 

support active participation - the reflection, education and expression throughout the 

creative act. The affective characteristic is a continuously repositioning activity that 

moves between practice and perspective, embracing fluidity of creative experience, 

supporting reflection and expression.  

In conclusion, this dissertation deepens the knowledge and understanding, 

thereby awareness of the significance in the integration of affect and UX concepts within 

the computational creativity field. It will also inform the future design, interdiciplinarity 

and possible practical applications of CAIS. 
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Appendix 
 
Documentation of Studies 

Study 1: Semi-structured Questions 

INTERVIEW SESSION EVOLVER STUDY  

 

PARTICIPANT: 
OCCUPATION:  
SESSION DATE:  
START TIME:  
END TIME:  

Introduction 

The first set of questions sought the participants’ thoughts and opinions on Evolver. 

1. What is your first impression of ‘Evolver’? 
2. How and in which stage would you use this tool in your current practice? 

Design Process 

The second section focused on understanding participants’ creative processes and how Evolver 

could be integrated into their workflow.  

3. How does this tool change your design process? Can you provide an existing scenario of 
your current practice and how you envision Evolver would change that? 

4. In which stage of your design process would you most benefit from Evolver? Why? 
5. Which features of this tool do you find most interesting? Why? 
6. What features would you like to change and/or add in the future? Why? 
7. How does it help with the conceptualization of ideas? 

Feedback 

The final part of the interview asked participants to comment on their view of computational 

creativity systems. 

8. What do you think of the role of computational creativity systems such as Evolver within 
the Visual Design domain? 

9. Do you have any further comments/suggestions for the future of this research? 
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Study 2: Affective Mapping 1 Sample Survey  
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Study 3: Affective Mapping 2 Sample Emotional Matching 
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 Study 3: Semi-structured Questions 

INTERVIEW SESSION AFFECTIVE MAPPING 2  

 

PARTICIPANT: 
OCCUPATION:  
SESSION DATE:  
START TIME:  
END TIME:  

General Feedback 

The first set of questions sought the participants’ thoughts and opinions on Evolver. 

1. Tell me about your reaction to the portraits. How does it feel to look at your self in these 
generated images?  

2. Can you explain why you selected the corresponding emotional category for each 
portrait? 

3. Which portrait is your favourite? Why? 
4. Which portrait do you most relate to right now? Why? 

 

 


